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“Livability means that we experience ourselves as real persons in the city” 

  A. Casellati 

 

 

 

“We must treat the city like a living organism… the urban phenomenon 
then, like life, is founded on a subtle balancing act. If we want a city to 
function properly as a society, then that balance must not be upset.” 

B. Cools 
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THE SILESIA MEGAPOLIS 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

i - The Re-inventing of European cities after the industrial era 

 

The face of the Old Continent is undergoing a 
revolutionary change of urban character. It has been 
so for some decades now. It is not happening in the 
ancient and romantic towns that dot the European 
territory from north to south. It is not happening in 
the beloved, famous historic centers that are the 
delight of tourists every year: Paris, Rome, Venice, 
Barcelona and countless others. The transformation 
is going on in the run-down districts of the cities, in 
the old abandoned factory, in the long-closed 
industrial site, in the crime-prone degenerated ends 
of the harbours, in the crumbling worker houses of 
the industrial revolution. For many years now, the 
dynamics of the economy worldwide, and specially 
in what we called the First World, have shown a 

gradual but steady abandonment of industrial manufacturing “as the key engine for growth, to be 
replaced by a new set of activities more centered around information” (4). And of course, when a 
big change happens in the economic activity patterns, a big change is necessary in the spaces where the 
activities take place. We are witness to the transformation of almost every city that during the 20th century 
owed its growth to mass production, and now, almost as a general rule in Europe, are confronted with 
decline and degradation. Well known urban centers in the UK, France, Germany and Scandinavia are just 
the most recognizable of the cases. The manufacturing industry is moving out to cheaper and more 
effective locations and regions, and the European city, especially in the West, is becoming a space for 
consumerism, high technology, information, leisure and tourism (5). We see it in London, the once 
industrial powerhouse of Western Europe, we see it in the once thriving factory cities across the Benelux, 
and we see it in a large scale in the extense industrial regions of Germany. The chimneys are being 
replaced by the telecomm antenna. To find the reasons for this transformation we would need to examine 
the history and development of the European economy, from the times of the industrial modernism that 
shaped the cities in which we live today, to the current process that seems to be leading to the global 
city. As society and economics grow global, thanks to the new communication and information 
technologies, many of the older production and urban paradigms become obsolete. As Ellin notes in her 
Postmodern Urbanism, all around the industrialized world the same tendencies are appearing, if with the 
ever-present local characteristics influencing it: the change from a production society to a consumer 
society, and the fading concept of the city and of what is urban (6).  

Moreover, the great political and economic experiment of our time, the European Union, has also influenced 
the urban transformations taking place, or at least attempts to shape and direct these transformations. 
Spatial planning in particular, since the advent of the European Spatial Development Perspective (1999), 
has been recognized as the tool of the EU to deal with any economic and social policies affecting its 

1-Silesia City Center Mall in Katowice: Re-developing old industrial sites. 
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territory. Questions of sustainability and polycentricity, of cohesion and competitiveness are raised, and the 
European cities react in diverse ways, sometimes by reforming their urban plans, sometimes by improving 
them, sometimes by staying the course. A trend is observed across Europe: cities and regions tend to place 
more effort and resources in the economic development, rather than promoting initiatives for social and 
environmental issues. In some cases these three ‘development factors’ manage to be included in the plans, 
and it is reflected in the state of the cities and on the quality of life that their citizens experience. The 
overarching goals of the Lisbon Strategy, with its emphasis in job generation and the improvement of 
Europe’s global competitiveness, pushed development down the economic road instead of in a balanced 
way, prompting the creation of the Gothenburg Strategy, in an attempt (perhaps rather rethorical) to 
not destroy the natural and social assets of Europe in the process to this competitiveness. The dynamics of 
the transition from industrial to post-industrial, from modernism to post-modernism, and from urban to 
post-urban are sharply differentiated between the wealthy countries of Western Europe and the recently 
awakened nations of Central and Eastern Europe, the ‘Communist Bloc’ of old. While in the former, the 
socio-political strategies are aimed at improving their current economic impulse and the ambition for 
innovation and a leading position in the world, the latter strive to catch up in every sector with their new 
EU neighbors, and to account, as best possible, for decades of stagnation. The position of the new Member 
States of the European Union is very peculiar, since they are able to emulate, study and apply the lessons 
learned in the Western countries for their own processes, perhaps avoiding with this, many of the setbacks 
and obstacles they once faced. In other words, the new members have a priceless opportunity to 
map their own development, with clearly defined goals, and with a wealth of experience to draw from. 
The changes in these countries are coming slowly, but coming nonetheless, and some regions and cities 
are subject to massive development measures, changing their faces and character day by day. 

Poland is an interesting example for 
studying spatial and urban planning, for 
its current status, along with all the 
countries just accepted into the 
European Union (2004 and 2007), could 
be compared to the situation of Western 
Europe in the 1960’s and 1970’s, when 
the post-modernist impulse was taking 
strenght, and the transformations 
began to take place. At this point, many 
cities in Poland are beginning a process 
of restructuring in their economic and 
social sectors, and of renovation of their 
urban spaces, following the shift from 
industrial production to market services, 
information and technology, and the 
incoming of foreign investments and 
transnational companies. With Warsaw 
as the spearhead, these cities are 
starting to change in a notable 
measure, infrastructure is being built 
and renovated, services improve, new 
developments and buildings appear 
each year, and the whole country shows 
a fast growth rate.  

Of these Polish cities, I proposed to study an interesting case for its regional, urban and economic 
characteristics: the Upper Silesia (Śląskie) agglomeration in the extreme south of Poland. Historically a 

2-Map showing the metropolitan centers of Poland. From the Union of Polish 
Metropolises. 
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heavy industry powerhouse of the Communist Bloc, the region centered around the city of Katowice now 
faces dramatic changes as the industrial activity threatens to decline, and its government aims for a change 
in economic activities and a bold move into the post-industrial status that many of the Western Europe 
regions are already achieving or attempting to achieve. Although the planning for Upper Silesia proposes a 
very wide range of actions and initiatives, my main interest resides in the spatial and 
urban/architectonic features, how they are intended to be developed, and the overall effect they will 
have on the quality of life of the citizens. Considering my architectural background, I find it of great 
interest to study an urban region at the beginning of the transition from industrial ground, to a post-
industrial, service oriented metropolitan region. Although I do not intend to give a full account of the vast 
planning issues surrounding the generation of this ‘metropolis’, I do propose to give an overview of the 
urban design and spatial planning pretended for Upper Silesia, and its possible repercutions for the life of 
the Silesian people, measured from the point of view of livability and urban quality. 

ii - Thesis questions 

Taking into account the research object selected and my field of study, I have been able to put forward two 
main questions to be answered by this thesis work. The questions show my main interest in the urban 
qualities of the agglomeration and how they might be affected by spatial planning or by the economic 
forces of development. 

Is the Upper Silesia Spatial Development Plan designed with regard to quality 
urban spaces, human scale, sustainability and livability? 

To answer this first question, an analysis must be made of the actual official development plans available 
today, the vision and projects that the Upper Silesia Metropolitan Union and its constituent cities and towns 
propose. The intended theoretical framework should give us the tools to define the concepts dealing with 
quality urban space and others, and provide a basis for urban design ideas, to be included later in the 
thesis work. 

Can the 14 Silesian urban centers constitute a metropolis? And if so, of what 
kind? 

The second question can only be answered by establishing in the theoretical framework a definition of a 
city, an agglomeration or a metropolis. And not only that; it is an objective of the thesis to generate a 
definition of ‘livable metropolis’, which in broad terms would refer to the city that addresses the need for 
‘places’, for human scale and a return to the ‘person’ as the main inhabitant of the city, for the 
respect for environmental quality and for fostering the innovation impulse of the citizens. All these issues 
shall be described before attempting to assess the spatial plans of Upper Silesia, and arrive at the 
conclusions that can answer these questions. This study by no means pretends to be exhaustive or overly 
ambitious, for the analysis of any agglomeration requires several types of investigations and usually more 
than one academic background to be balanced, but what I do attempt is to give a complete enough 
overview of the situation as to cover fields of architecture, urban design, spatial planning and sustainability, 
with the vision that the thesis could be a starting point for others to get to know the Upper Silesia Project, 
or even for the actual developers as a commentary of their strategies. 

iii - Organization of the thesis 

The introduction of this study aims to present the reader to the Upper Silesia agglomeration, its history 
and its socio-economic characteristics. Of particular interest may be the geographical situation of the region 
and its great contribution to the Polish national economy, as well as the complex history that saw Silesia 
belong to several nations through the centuries and the footprint they left in the region. Also, I give an 
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overview of the political body responsible for the generation of the Metropolitan Union, representative of 
the governments of the agglomeration, its powers and competences. 

The first part of the thesis represents the theoretical framework I would like to use to assess the project 
of the Upper Silesia Metropolitan Union. My objective is to draw from post-modern urbanism theories, and 
from urban design studies about livability and the quality of urban space. I will attempt to build a series of 
concepts about the city, the metropolis and the polycentric urban region, all of which are necessary to 
study spatial development plans. It is well known that the notion of ‘city’ has been too diffuse since the 
advent of post-modernist thought, so I will endeavor to narrow it down for use in this study and to comply 
with the concepts of the EU documents. The result of this concept building would be a checklist tool to 
assess the Spatial Development Plan of Silesia in relation to the thesis questions. 

The second part is devoted to analyzing the 14 urban centres of the Upper Silesian Metropolitan Union in 
their urban characteristics and the links between them. I intend to give a summary of the Silesia Voivodship 
Spatial Development Plan, being the document that influences the spatial structure of the region, as well as 
an overview of the city centre re-development project for Katowice. This data will be matched against the 
theoretical checklist obtained in Part One of the thesis, and an attempt to answer the thesis questions will 
be made at this point. Part Two ends with the conclusions obtained from the assessment. 

In the third and final part, presented as an annex, I would like to put forth a couple of urban design 
proposals based on observations of the functional and aesthetic qualities of the Silesian agglomeration. 
These proposals stem from some of the conclusions found in the analysis of Part Two. They address issues 
of livability, sustainability and urban quality in the agglomeration, and it is my belief that they could 
contribute in some way to the final product of this metropolitan vision. Annexes are included at the end of 
the thesis, containing relevant documents and data sources of the whole research. 

 

iv - Katowice and Silesia 

Silesian Region. Katowice and the whole region of Silesia are a perfect example of an industrial boom 
agglomeration. Geographically they are located in the southern extreme of Poland, bordering with the 
Czech Republic and Slovakia. The Śląskie 
Województwo (to which we will hereafter refer to 
as Silesia Voivodship) is an autonomous 
administrative territory of the Republic of Poland, 
equivalent to a federal state. The Voivodship in its 
current state and geographical limits is very 
recent: it was established only in 1999, when the 
territories of 3 previous Voivodships were 
integrated into one (Bielskie, Częstochowskie and 
Katowickie) (1). The Silesia Voivodship should not 
be mistaken with the historical region of Silesia, 
which through the centuries has changed limits 
and nationality several times. Currently, the 
historical Silesian region occupies the Polish 
voivodships of Silesia, Opole, Lower Silesia and 
Lubusz, and also the southeast edge of Saxony in 
Germany and some border regions in the Czech 
Republic (2). Today, the limits of the Silesia 
Voivoship correspond more or less with the 
historical district of Upper Silesia, from which the 

3-Poland’s Voivodships. Silesia lies in the south of the country, bordering 
with the Czech Republic and Slovakia. Six European capitals are less than 
600 kms. away: Vienna, Budapest, Bratislava, Prague, Warsaw and Berlin. 
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name was borrowed for the Union of cities that is the topic of this research. The most important cities in 
the whole historical Silesia are Katowice (Capital of the Silesia Voivoship), Opole, Wrocław (german 
Breslau), Görlitz in Germany and Ostrava in Czech Republic. According to data issued by the government of 
the Voivodship, in the territory of Silesia is concentrated 12.3% of all of the population of Poland, about 4,7 
million inhabitants, making it the most populated region in the country and also the one with the highest 
density (382 inh/km²) (1). 

 

Silesia is considered to be the most 
industrialized region of Poland, with 
roughly 13,7% of the gross national 
product of the country generated in 
the voivodship. Traditionally, the 
regional economy has depended on 
the heavy industry of steel and coal, 
originated in turn by the richness of 
the underground mineral resources, 
which include iron ore, hard coal, zinc, 
methane and limestones. The main 
produce of Silesia is represented by 
coal, car-making, crude steel, hot-
rolled products, coke, beer and 
electric energy. Although this heavy 
industry has been the backbone of the 
economy for decades, in recent times 
there is a shift of the gross added 
value produced in the region towards 
market services.  The immense 
industrial production of last century 
represented both the biggest wealth 
of Poland and also its most serious 
environmental threat. It also gave the 
Silesian cities their visual character of 
modernist and fucntionalist style. As 
we will analyze in later stages of this 
thesis, the economic history of the 
region played a very important role in 
the modification of the Silesian 

landscape: chimney structures, mine towers, dense railways and working-class massive housing. But just as 
with other traditionally industrial and manufacturing cities in Europe, the decline is evident and gradually 
the image of progress is being replaced by that of abandoned factories, closed mines and degradation of 
urban and rural lands. The effects are visually negative all through the region, but also dangerous: in 
various parts of the Voivodship, underground cave-ins occur, damaging property and infrastructure on the 
surface. The environment has also suffered the degradation of decades of ruthless industrialization, and the 
most serious problem in Silesia is water pollution. According to environmental agencies, surface waters in 
the region are so badly polluted that they are not fit even for industrial use (8). The treatment of industrial, 
habitational and agricultural waste water continues to be a big challenge for the whole region, while also 
suffering from air pollution, acid rain, and the lack of a good solid waste management.  

 

4-Map of the sub-regions (powiats) of Silesia, with its capital, Katowice (city with powiat status). 
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Even with these setbacks, the Upper Silesia Region conserves its status as the second most important 
economic area of Poland, and according to national statistics the growth is at a good pace and the average 
unemployment rate is one of the lowest in all the country (see Table). There has been a noticeable 
increase in the establishment of both national and international companies in the region, specially from 
West Europe, and the agglomeration is under continuous construction operations for new infrastructure. 
The international airport at Pyrzowice has been enlarged recently and currently handles almost 2 million 
passengers a year, making it one of the most importants in 
Poland (9). The growth is also evidenced in the creation of 
new shopping malls along the main transportation links and 
individual projects like the re-development of the Katowice city 
center (see Part Two), the creation of the new Silesian 
Museum, the so-called DTŚ road link, and the completion of 
the A4 motorway connecting the cities of Wroclaw and Krakow 
through Katowice. The latest sign of this renewal and growth 
impulse in Silesia has been the creation of the Upper Silesia 
Metropolitan Union or USMU (Górnośląski Związek 
Metropolitalny – GZM in polish), of which I will elaborate later 
in this section of the thesis. This Union was set up in part as a 
political aspiration of the governments of the cities across the 
Upper Silesia region and in part by public opinion, based on 
the fact that the agglomeration is closely linked 
morphologically and functionally, to the extreme that some of 
the urban centers already overlap each other. The image 
portrayed by the Union of the cities is that of a new progress, 
focused on innovation, modernity, and a certain emulation of 
the big metropolis of West Europe. Whether this ambitious 
vision can be reached, will be proved with time, but this 
research will make an attempt at analyzing the plans devised 
to develop this metropolis, or as the GZM calls it, this ‘Megapolis’.  

Geographically, the Upper Silesia agglomeration is located in the center of the Voivodship, and is composed 
by the following powiats (sub-regions) and gminas (municipalities): Gliwice, Zabrze, Ruda Śląska, Bytom, 
Świętochłowice, Chorzów, Piekary Śląskie, Siemianowice Śląskie, Katowice, Tychy, Mysłowice, Sosnowiec, 
Dąbrowa Górnicza and Jaworzno. Although several other urban centers and municipalities are also 
functionally and geographically connected to the agglomeration, like Mikołów, Czeladź and Będzin, it is 
important to note that for the purposes of this study, only the cities belonging to the Metropolitan Union 

Basic Numbers of the Silesia Voivodship 

Population 4,714,982  
Area 12,331 km² 

Density 382 in/km² (Poland=122) 

Urbanisation Rate 78.9 % (Poland=61.6%) 

Number of Gmina (boroughs) 167 

GDP-PPS (million Euros) 58,124 (55.3% EU-27) 2005 

Unemployment Rate 8.7% 2008 

Source: Silesia Voivodship (1) and Katowice Statistical Office (7). 

5-Helios Development in Katowice – hotel, office block and 
shopping center. 
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are being researched and considerated. In the next chapter we should review the most important historic 
events in the development of Silesia and the repercusions they have had both in the image and in the 
urban characteristics of the Silesia agglomeration. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

v - A brief history of Upper Silesia 

The history of the Silesia region and specially of Upper Silesia, is not easy to trace, since the historical area 
has changed nationalities, rulers, borders and status several times since its first mentionings before the 
Middle Ages. And it seems that this very complexity and multicultural heritage has played an important role 
in shaping the spaces, urban and rural, that we see today in the region. What seems to be true is that 
since its early beginnings, the region depended upon mining and primary industry for its subsistence and 
growth, a tendency that has remained until our days. 

 

- Early History and the Piast Dynasty 

Most sources place the origin of the Silesian territory with 
the arrival of Vandal tribes up to the 3rd century AD, and 
the early settlements of Slavic tribes by the 6th century. 
Historic documents record Silesia belonging to Greater 
Moravia, the historic region of what is now eastern Czech 
Republic, in the 9th century, but after its destruction in the 
early 10th and its conquest by Bohemia, all of Silesia fell 
into the hands of the Polish Kingdom, under king Bolesław 
III, who is said to have divided Poland into great duchies 
(Silesia being one of them) to distribute it between his 
sons (10), while the original inhabitants, the Silingae, were 
left to dwell in a small portion of the territory. The region 
thus came to belong to the Polish Piast dynasty for several centuries on, and many of the oldest 

6-Powiats of the Upper 
Silesia Agglomeration. 
The central area 
represents continuous 
urbanization, while 
Piekary Śląskie, 
Dąbrowa Górnicza, 
Jaworzno and Tychy are 
rather ‘satellite’ cities of 
the main core. 

7-Medieval Castle at Będzin, Upper Silesia. The oldest 
settlements of the region date back to the 12th century. 
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settlements of Upper Silesia were founded and given town rights betwenn the 12th and 14th centuries, like 
Bytom, Świętochłowice and Mysłowice, although several others were already mentioned in documents as 
small villages. The Piast rulers then began a process that proved very important for the later development 
of the region, by “germanizing” the lands of Silesia, while the Polish influence began to decrease. The 
domination of the Piasts gradually eroded and Silesia became partitioned in smaller principalities; Kazimierz 
the Great re-ordered Poland and Silesia was considered to be outside the boundaries of the new kingdom, 
thus allowing Bohemia to gain hold of the land, with the agreement of the Piasts. When in the 15th century 
the Hussite Wars destabilized the Bohemian Kingdom, Moravia and Silesia were temporarily conquered by 
Hungary, to be re-annexed to the Holy Roman Empire by 1490, and half a century later, in 1526, came 
under the rule of the Austrian Habsburgs. Around this time the  settlements of what would become the 
Upper Silesian capital of Katowice are first mentioned, and they were composed of farmsteads and smithies 
that worked the silver, zinc and iron ores that would later prove the biggest wealth of the region. The 
smithy of Bogucice, probable origin of what is now downtown Katowice, is acknowledged as far back as 
1397 (12). From this period, many Piast and formerly bohemian castles still remain, renovated or in ruins, 
through all the Silesian landscape, such as the castles in Legnica, Ruda Śląska, Brzeg, and the first castle in 
Pszczyna. 

 

- Between the Habsburgs and Saxony 

Under the crown of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, Silesia was mostly German speaking and almost all ties 
with the Polish past were lost. Nevertheless, the Piasts continued the rule of the duchy, until the death of 
the dynasty in the 17th century, which, by a previous treaty betweent the Piast Duke and the Hohenzollern 
dynasty of Brandenburg, caused Silesia to be claimed by Joachim II. Emperor Ferdinand I of Bohemia 
refused to yield to the Brandenburg House, but the pretense over Silesia was still alive, so that during the 
30 Years War Silesia was successively under the rule of Austrians, Saxonians and the Swedish, before being 
reintegrated by the Habsburgs at the Peace of Westphalia of 1648 (10). Even so, Saxony maintained its 
claim to Silesia, and during the war of Austrian Succession, the newly instated Frederick II of Prussia took 
its chance, launching the Silesian War, which culminated with the cession by Maria Theresa of all of Silesia, 
except the Teschen District in Bohemia, to the Kingdom of Prussia. In less than a century, Silesia suffered 

conquest by several nations, but 
under the Prussians, (since 1871 
the unified Germany), and with 
the advent of the Industrial 
Revolution, a new chapter in its 
troubled history was beginning. 
Since 1580, according to data 
from the City Hall, a new village 
was founded with the name of 
Katowice by one of the smiths of 
the area in Upper Silesia. During 
this period of Silesian history, 
Mysłowice and Bytom (German 
Myslovitz and Beuthen) were 
already well established cities, and 
by the 18th and 19th centuries, the 
group of cities of Upper Silesia 
was to become an important 
industrial region of central Europe. 

8-Map of Upper Silesia from 1746. The region belonged to the Habsburg Empire for more than a 
century, before being conquered by Prussia. 
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- Industrial Silesia and the Interwar Period  

Once under the rule of the unified German Empire, the 
region of Silesia, with its rich mineral and ore basins 
(specially coal and iron), was efficiently industrialized 
during the 19th century, and many of the urban centers of 
today’s agglomeration actually were originated by the 
mining and industrial settlements, like modern Chorzów, 
Sosnowiec and Dąbrowa Górnicza, and the architecturally 
interesting workers’ neighborhoods of Giszowiec and 
Nikiszowiec. However, similarly to other European regions 
during the industrial boom, social tensions arised as a 
result of private entrepreneurs and land owners taking 
advantage of a nascent working class, mostly from Polish 
origin. Quoting from the Columbia Encyclopedia:  

“During the Industrial Revolution of the late 18th and 19th centuries, textile weaving and coal 
mining developed rapidly in Silesia, but industrialization brought great social tension. The Silesian 
weavers became dependent on entrepreneurs who farmed out work; working conditions and 
unemployment became intolerable, and discontent ran high. Most coal mining was in the hands of 
private industry, under which miners were often mistreated (…) The resulting tensions assumed an 
ethnic character, since the upper and middle classes were predominantly German, while a large 
percentage of the workers were Polish.“ (10). 

We must note, however, that even with all the social disadvantages, this period of Silesian history also 
marked the beginning of both its economic wealth and of the revolutionary impulse that led the Polish 
population to the Silesian Uprisings and the posterior annexation to Poland. It seems obvious that such a 
rich industrial region was of basic importance for the war-bound Germany at the beginning of the 20th 

century. By this time, most of the 
towns and cities of the Upper Silesia 
agglomeration were already formed 
and assuming the 
industrial/manufacturing character 
of the region, with Katowice 
emerging from a small town to 
capital importance after the 
construction of the Berlin-Myslowitz 
railway in 1848, and other important 
developments like the granting of 
municipal rights on September 11th, 
1865, and the establishment of the 
‘Upper Silesian Coal Convention’, the 
‘Association of Coal and Iron 
Industrialists’, miners’ guilds and a 
District Court. It can be argued that 

the German style and planning that dominates the old cities of most of Upper Silesian is a direct heritage 
from this early industrial period. 

The First World War, far from damaging the region, proved to benefit it for the vast dependance on the 
coal and iron works. However, the final result of the conflict and the following breakdown of what was the 
Prussian territory, brought a very complex situation for Silesia. A new State of Poland was established after 
the Treaty of Versailles in 1919, and since Silesia had already a mix of Polish and German population, a 

9-Nikiszowiec neighborhood, example of the German model 
for mine workers’ housing settlements. 

10-The German city of Kattowitz at the turn of the century. On the foreground, the actual 
Plac Wolności, while in the distance, the chimneys and towers of the mines are visible. 
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Plebiscite was organized, following Polish uprisings claiming the return of industrialized Silesia to the reborn 
nation. The result of the Plebiscite, in 1921, was that the majority of Silesia with its important cities 
Katowice, Opole and Wrocław (German Kattowitz, Oppeln and Breslau) voted to remain German, and the 
easternmost part voted to be incorporated into Poland, forming the autonomous Silesian Voivodship. This, 
however, was not enough for the Polish inhabitants and a third Silesian Uprising was summoned, leadered 
by the nationalist politician Wojciech Korfanty, which provoked the recently created League of Nations to 
re-assign most of the industrial region of Upper Silesia, including Katowice, to Poland, and placing the 
Polish-German border right through the middle of the agglomeration, so that the cities of Gliwitz, 
Hindenburg and Beuthen (later Gliwice, Zabrze and Bytom) remained German, while many industrial areas 
and mines had the border line practically drawn across them (10). 

 

The consequences of this were 
of course political, prompting 
the beginning of the Second 
World War, but for the 
purposes of this study, the 
urban effects were also very 
important and interesting. A 
very big influence of the 
German town, with its central 
main square and a commercial-
habitational architecture is 
perfectly recognized in Gliwice 
and Bytom today, as well as in 
other towns of the region. It is 
my belief that the interwar 
period marked the character 
and image of the Upper Silesian 
cities, both in its industrial and 
its architectonic and urban 
aspects. For one thing, the 
extraction and heavy 
manufacturing industry was 
consolidated, and many of the 

factory and mining areas that we see today come from this period, and dot the agglomeration 
homogeneously, even in the habitational centers, sometimes lacking the slightest buffer areas.  

Another effect of the partition has been studied by Dr. phil. Beate Störtkuhl, in her work Architecture in the 
Tension-Zone of National Assertiveness. She argues that most of the architectural features in both sides of 
the border in Upper Silesia, including the most representative buildings and urban spaces, are the product 
of a competition and an attempt to strengthen the cultural identity of the region, by the government of 
each of the countries. Quoting Dr. Störtkuhl: “…at the end of the 19th and in the first decades of the 20th 
century, architecture - especially in border regions - was often interpreted as an instrument of political 
purposes.”. As the division of Upper Silesia did heighten the antagonism between both countries, Störtkuhl 
affirms that “Both sides were eager to prove their territorial rights by claiming their own nation's historical 
and cultural relationship to Silesia.”. In this way, the architects and planners of the Polish half of Upper 
Silesia attempted to design buildings contrasting completely with the red-brick neogothic architecture of the 
German part, giving birth to many of the neoclassical landmarks of Katowice like the Cathedral, the Silesia 
Theatre and the Silesian Parliament or Sejm, all part of a ‘Polish-styled neoclassical’ drive. Meanwhile, the 

11-Map of Upper Silesia in 1938. The German-Polish border established by the League of Nations after 
the Third Silesian Uprising cut through the heart of the industrial region, making Katowice a Polish city 
and leaving many German architectural features in Gliwice, Zabrze and Bytom. 
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main objective of the designers in Gliwitz, Hindenburg and Beuthen was the construction of schools and 
houses “to disseminate the German culture”, designed 
with influence of the Biedermeier style, and whose most 
important example was the ‘Haus Oberschlesien’, both a 
hotel and a cultural center in Gliwitz. Even though we find 
examples of the styles of the epoch in both sides of the 
border: expressionism, cubism, modernism and the 
international style, it was a clear objective in the two sides 
to exacerbate the national culture and influence through 
architecture. The pinnacle of the antagonism became the 
construction of regional museums both in Beuthen and in 
Katowice, becoming so strong an architectonic symbol that 
the Polish one was purposedly destroyed during the Nazi 
occupation some years later (13). 

 

- World War II and the Soviet Era 

It was only the last proof of the turbulent history of Silesia that the events leading to the beginning of 
World War II should occur across the very border drawn in 1922. As is witnessed by several memorial 
monuments in Upper Silesia, the area of the agglomeration was the scene of the first fights against the 
invasion of Nazi Germany, beginning with a staged incident in the German radio tower in Gliwitz and the 
subsequent attack of German troops into Katowice, resulting in the destruction of the synagogue in the city 
center and of the aforementioned Silesian Museum. The industrial zone was seized by the Nazi army and 
was a very important asset in the building of the war machinery, while the whole Silesia region found itself 
changing hands again, now re-annexed to Germany. The long years of World War II saw Upper Silesia 
being an industrial stronghold of the Third Reich, while all around the region concentration camps emerged, 
including the infamous Auschwitz, only 20 km. to the east of Tychy. Upper Silesia was relatively preserved 
from damage from the War, and presently after 1945, Katowice and its surroundings re-ignited their 
economic and administrative importance (12). The pre-war borders were restored and Poland not only 
recovered almost all of Upper and Lower Silesia, but all the Prussian regions east of the Neisse river, 
including Pomerania, Poznan and the city of Gdańsk (german Danzig). Only a very small section of Silesia 
was annexed to the then East Germany state of Saxony, including the city of Görlitz. The Conference at 
Potsdam in 1945 ordered the expulsion of all the German speaking population from the new Poland, to be 
re-populated by Polish. The final dispute for the territory of Silesia was settled in 1972, with Germany 
finally abandoning any claim to the region in a non-aggression pact (10).  

Although what was to follow was long years of Sovietic 
influence, Katowice and Upper Silesia always conserved 
their status as the premier industrial center in the south 
of Poland, generating a good share of the wealth of the 
country and achieving a status as an educational and 
economic center. Moreover, the influence of the 
communist centralized regime produced quite a lot of 
urban and social effects, both negative and positive: the 
economic policies transformed the agglomeration in a 
magnet for the Polish rural population, who began to 
migrate to the area in search for the benefits of the 
progressive industry, including a dwelling in the massive 
housing developments being built in the same style all 

12-High School in Mickiewicza street in Katowice, example of the 
German ‘culture house’ in the 1930’s. 

13-Massive soviet housing unit in Katowice Centre. Such 
functionalist structures are a common view in all areas of Upper 
Silesia, several in a serious degraded state. 
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over Eastern Europe. These communist-style building developments are still integral part of much of the 
morphology of Upper Silesia, as opposed to the suburbanization process occuring in other parts of Western 
Europe and America (see Part One). Some urban centers became consolidated around the industry hubs, 
like Siemianowice Śląskie and Sosnowiec, while the city of Tychy was completely designed in 1950 as a 
‘new city’, a non self-sustainable satellite habitational settlement for Katowice (14). From 1953 to 1956, 
even the name of Katowice was changed to Stalinogrod, proof of the ever-present Soviet control until 1989. 

The other important effect of the communist regime, sadly, was the continuous environmental degradation 
by the heavy industry, focused in the economic growth and never in the conservation of a good 
environment. As I have said beforehand, air and water suffered vastly from the lack of ecological regulation 
until well into the 1980’s, when the borderland between Poland, Czechoslovakia and Germany was 
considered a real ecological disaster by conservationist groups, for its high concentration of air pollution in 
the form of nitrous oxide and particles, the lack of treatment for industrial residual waters (affecting both 
the Oder and the Vistula rivers basins), and the contamination of the soils from mineral and chemical 
wastes. If today Upper Silesia is still habitable, it is because of the big efforts to revert the effects of 
decades of ruthless industrial activity and a new conscience on environmentalism and the long-postponed 
post-industrial economy. 

 

- From industrial region to modern metropolis? 

Since the fall of communism in 1989 and all the political, social and economical changes derived from it, 
Silesia now finds itself with a re-gained autonomy, and, according to the Katowice government, “in search 
of a new identity”. The heavy industry still plays the big role of maintaining the national economy while 
contributing to the growth of the region, with several steelworks still operating, car and beer 
manufacturing, and the chemical and energy industry. But it is a reality, that most of the industry and 
specially the mining sector is in decline and in every part of the agglomeration we can find closed shafts, 
bankrupt factories, abandoned buildings, demolished blocks and a sense of degradation in the urban 
image. Until recently, Katowice had a national and even international image of, quoting the webpage of the 
city hall, “a city of coal and steel”, not very different from the impression given some years ago by the 
declining industrial regions of Western Europe, like the 
London docklands, the north of France, the harbour 
cities in the North Sea and the Rhein/Ruhr region of 
Germany. And precisely, following on the steps of these 
post-industrial cities that are striving -with a certain 
degree of success- to transform themselves into service-
oriented metropolis, the governments of the Upper 
Silesia agglomeration and the Spatial Development Act 
of Poland are attempting a re-estructuration of the 
socio-economic status of the region. Their objective is to 
agree with the European vision of a polycentric territory 
and to build a modern and efficient Metropolitan region, 
focused on services and innovation. The purpose of this 
whole thesis is to study the planning to achieve this 
goal, and to assess whether the plans comprise all the 
conceptual characteristics to be a true metropolis and a 
livable, quality urban system. In the next chapter an 
overview of the Upper Silesia Metropolitan Union is 
given, its vision, objectives and competences in this 
‘metropolisation’ process. 

14-Bobrek Karbidownia, an old industrial neighborhood in 
Bytom. Obsolete and ruined instalations dot the territory of 
Upper Silesia, both in rural and urban settings. 
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vi - Why an Upper Silesia Metropolitan Union? 

The history of the Metropolitan Union of Upper Silesia (GZM) is quite recent. According 
to the OSSA (Polish Association of Architecture Students), in the introduction to their 
workshops about the topic, the Union was the result of a voluntary accord between the 
governments of the adjoining cities of the Silesian agglomeration, which was decided in 
December 2005 in Gliwice and finally signed on January 9th, 2006 in Świętochłowice, to 
enter in vigour on September 20th of the same year (15). Apparently, the establishment 
of the declaration reflects the will of all the cities of the region, and enjoys a good 
public support, but the origins of the idea perhaps should be traced all the way up to 

the Polish Spatial Planning and Spatial Management Act of March 27th, 2003, which currently provides the 
legal framework for all the projects concerning spatial planning in the country. Since in Poland, the regions 
or Voivodships enjoy a substantial degree of autonomy, they are responsible for generating the Spatial 
Development Plan for their own territories (16), and the Silesia region possesses its own document, named 
‘The Development Strategy of the Śląskie Voivodship for the years 2000-2020’, which was updated and 
ratified by the parliament in May, 2005. This document will be the base of this study, and is broadly 
summarized in Part Two of this thesis. For this part, we only need to focus in the fact that the Plan draws 
its objectives from the European Spatial Development Perspective of 1999, and its concepts of 
‘metropolisation’ of the territory and of ‘polycentricity’. 

The Silesia Voivodship webpage explains the spatial characteristics of the region, and the importance given 
specially to the Upper Silesian agglomeration: 

“The major elements of the settlement 
system in the Śląskie Voivodeship are the 
municipal agglomerations: the Upper-Silesian – of 
the European significance and: Bielsko, 
Częstochowa and Rybnik – of the national 
significance. 

“The Voivodeship is of polycentric nature 
– there is no(t) one core centre that would fulfill 
the metropolitan functions (administration, 
finances, insurance, schools of higher education, 
culture). It is the Upper-Silesian Agglomeration 
that makes the region specific. It is the complex of 
towns, in fact adjacent to one another, spanning 
for 70 km. from Dąbrowa Górnicza to Gliwice.” 
(17). 

It is clear then, that Silesia would place a special 
emphasis on the conurbation that represents the 
most industrialized area of the country and a very 
attractive market of more than 2.1 million people 
in a relatively high density. The main goal of the 
Union, according to its homepage is: “creating (a) 
dynamically growing Upper Silesian Metropolis 
competing with other metropolitan areas in Poland 
and abroad…” (18). Since the region already 
enjoys a good economical position within Poland, 
it is clear that the efforts now are directed 

 15-Polycentric structure of Silesia – from the Spatial Development Plan. 
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towards transforming the structure of this economy, and of the regional activities, apart from promoting 
the area as a European metropolis with great potential for investments. In fact, the notable success in 
attracting investments is the biggest asset that the GZM webpage markets to the public, placed second only 
to the Warsaw Metropolis in Poland, at more than 355 million euro (17), of which the most visible effects 
are the continuous developments and infrastructure construction in the agglomeration. 

The GZM administrative body is composed of a Board of Upper Silesian presidencies, meaning that the 
mayors of each city in the Union form the actual high council, with a team of assistants and a subordinate 
directorate currently chaired by Mr. Piotr Popiel, who had the kindness of granting us an interview to clarify 
the roles and competences of the Metropolitan Union. According to Mr. Popiel, the GZM, as a political unit, 
still don’t have any function, administrative or political, that normally pertains to each city government, but 
is expected to have some of these functions tranferred with time. It is still unknown whether the Union 
could become a central government of the agglomeration, which demonstrates the difficulties in 
conceptualizing and building a true metropolis like in this case. For Mr. Popiel, the most immediate tasks as 
Director of GZM, which involve all the agglomeration as a unit, are the modernisation and expansion of the 
tram/bus network, a project directly involved with the possible hosting of the Euro 2012 tournament in 
Silesia, and the management of solid waste to comply with European Union standards. 

The main tasks of the association, as presented in its webpage, are: “the creation and implementation of 
development plans for the Union cities, financing the metropolitan projects, the change of the labour 
market towards a service economy, promotion of the region in Poland and abroad, and in the future, the 
management of regional infrastructure.” (18). 

It is clear that although physically and functionally, the agglomeration is already joined together, and that 
the most straightforward actions for the development of an Upper Silesian Metropolis are in the form of 
investments and infrastructure, at the government level there is still much to be conceptualized, and 
structured, as well as planned, for the involvement of GZM in the metropolisation process is still in a very 
early stage, and rather powerless to take any decisions or initiatives other than what the city governments 
order. Thus, it is logical that the most important document that we could study from the urban point of 
view, the Urban Development Plan of the GZM, is still being drafted and is expected to be finished in the 
year 2009, which means that all the current development is being directed by each city’s spatial plan, and 
by the Silesia Spatial Development Plan. What I find quite realistic is the advantages of the metropolis in 
the Polish and European context compared to other regions, which could give Upper Silesia an edge in the 
competition for growth. Taken from the GZM and Voivodship information: the association of cities lies at 
the crossroads of two Trans-European network links (the west-east Berlin-Lviv route and the north-south 
Gdańsk-Żilina route); it is within range of three international airports (Katowice-Pyrzowice, Krakow-Balice 
and Ostrava in Czech); it is also located within 600 km. of six European capitals: Warsaw, Berlin, Prague, 
Vienna, Bratislava and Budapest; posseses the arguably best transport regional network of Poland and a 
high concentration of technology and higher education institutions (17)(18). Nevertheless, the challenges of 
the GZM are equally substantial: the industrial and population decline, urban sprawl, pollution and the loss 
of attractiveness. Upon these strenghts and weaknesses, the creation of a strong metropolis is the 
objective of the GZM, and the object of study of this research. Part Two of the thesis shall deal with the 
concepts that I judge to be more useful for assessing the Development Plans of Silesia. 
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THE SILESIA MEGAPOLIS 

PART ONE – THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

 

 

1.1 - Introduction to the theories 

When we take a look back at the history of cities in the 20th century, we realize how increasingly fast the 
transition ‘pre-industrial - industrial - post-industrial’ has gone by, and how most metropolises in the world 
followed more or less the same development pattern, if at different times. We now witness the fast 
evolution of these metropolises into global cities at the beginning of the 21st century, where global 
perceptions and global rules apply but traditional concepts must be revised, blurring the distinctions 
between them. Town, city, metropolis, metropolitan region, megalopolis, and polycentricity become the 
trend words in urban studies, but the only link seems to be that these notions no longer possess a concrete 
meaning, and are therefore used to fit any given purpose. Nevertheless, scholars, institutions and 
governments worldwide agree that there is a need for achieving consensus in these concepts and for 
planning the development of built and future settlements, against the current global trends –and 
threats- of urban sprawl, declining industries, low quality of life and degradation of the environment, 
caused by the huge, unrestrained cities in which –very likely- we live today.  

The topics in which I intend to focus are the concepts of city and metropolis, since these are the 
concepts used in the Spatial Planning strategies of Poland and specially in Europe’s spatial planning 
perspective. Once a sufficiently narrowed concept is achieved, then we will move on to the qualities of such 
concept, concretely the ‘livability’, a term that englobes the factors required for a good quality of life in 
the urban space, and which I intend to assess in the Silesia Development Plan. 

 

1.2 - City and Metropolis 

The first task would have been easier during the earlier period of the industrial revolution: there was a 
clear distinction between the city and the countryside, distinction that, like many others, today is blurred. 
The Encyclopedia Britannica defines ‘city’ as a: “Relatively permanent and highly organized centre of 
population, of greater size or importance than a town or village.” (1). Looking at this meaning perhaps we 
can judge it defines very little. Even the most obvious attributes of a city, referring to it as a ‘population 
centre’ seem to be challenged today. The term is so volatile, that it can even mean different legal entities 
depending on the country: in the UK a city is “a settlement with a ‘charter’, given by the Crown, conceding 
the status of city”, while in the USA, ‘city’ is a legal term denoting “an urban area with a degree of 
autonomy (township)” (2). These concepts can become tricky with time, since the distinction between 
‘city’, ‘town’, ‘village’ or ‘metropolis’ are not always clear, and defining them in terms of size will give us 
more exceptions than a general rule. For example, in England there exist ‘legal’ cities that in other countries 
would be villages, while a megalopolis like Mexico City is referred to as, well, a ‘city’. In our case of Poland, 
the distinction between city and town, although not specified, can be inferred by the settlement’s 
administrative status: regions are politically divided in ‘powiats’ -roughly translated as sub-regions- and 
‘gminas’, a lower level denoting communities or municipalities. When a city has an importance in size, 
history or functions, is granted a ‘powiat status’, while small towns can be found adjacent to these cities or 
in their gminas. 
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To resume, the notion of ‘city’ tends 
to be more a collective image of an 
important urban, self-sustained 
settlement, althought the attribute of 
‘urban’ is since some decades ago 
very contested too. The term ‘urban 
area’, according to the United 
Nations Statistics Division, has a 
different legal definition in each 
country, referring in average to 
population centres between 1,000 
and 10,000 inhabitants. The 
definition of urban area for Poland 
doesn’t refer to any population 
number, but any “settlement of 
urban type”, which could include 
temporary ones like workers’ 
settlements and holiday resorts (4). 
In its entry for ‘urban’, the internet’s 
Wikipedia defines an urban area by 
its “density of human-created 
structures”, which could lead to 
confusions, since no population is 
taken into account. Elusive as the 
concept may be, the most widely 
accepted criteria for an urban area 
might be condensed in 
Demographia’s World List of Urban 
Areas; in this document they are 
defined as a “continuous built-up 
landmass of urban 
development”, and specifies that 
the status as ‘urban area’, ‘urbanized 
area agglomeration’ or ‘urban centre’ 
is established by the authorities of 

each country. The most common criteria used to defined the urban area, according to Demographia, is a 
density of 400 inh. per km², but this also presents variations, as is the case with Australia, which accepts 
less density for its urban zones (5). It is also noted that international or border-located urban areas are 
considered a single entity only if cross-border freedom of movement (including labour) is present, a 
condition only met currently in the European Union. In economic terms, there is another interesting 
definition for a city: “the absence of physical space between people and firms” (2) which represents 
a completely different approach, but in a way, could well express a characteristic of the cities of the 
information era. 

Given all these evasive definitions, highly dependant on location and culture, we might attempt to 
understand the evolution of our ‘cities’ as a starting point for arriving at a useful concept. Professor John 
R. Meyer, from Harvard University, gives an account of the transition of economical activities in cities during 
the 20th century and the transformation of the function of these cities. He argues that “in a very real 
sense, big cities were the creation of industrialization” (6). Industrialization led during the 19th and 
20th centuries to a change of most of the advanced nations’ cities, whether they were dependant on 
agriculture, commerce or handcrafts. The effect of serial production and new inventions in the fields of 

1-Map showing the division of Silesia into regions, powiats and gminas (urban/rural). 
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transport and storage was that activities concentrated in space, namely in the cities, where greatest 
efficiency was achieved by a balance between the sources of raw materials, the factory and the market. 
This economic arrangement resulted in thriving seaports and growing inner-land cities possessing at least a 
train station. The process of industrialization, so central to the study of Upper Silesia, meant then that 
concentrated urban centres, well connected to the consumer public, were the fittest for 
survival at the beginning of the 20th century. Nonetheless, de Vries notes: “Economies of scale alone, 
of course, would create or augment some urban sites. Such economies, however, were insufficient to 
explain the clustering of related and similar 
activities at particular points in space, thus 
creating truly large cities after 
industrialization” (7). The industrial city 
seemed to have a magnetic effect for both 
population and capital, which generated an 
exponential growth in demographics and 
area, and the emergence of the industrial 
zones, with their constant companion: the 
industrial workers’ neighborhoods. During 
this time we find the emergence of the 
dominant currents of though that would 
shape the industrial world until World War 
II: Functionalism and Modernism. Nan Ellin, 
in ‘Postmodern Urbanism’, explains that 
during the turn of the century, society was 
conceived as an organic system, a metaphor 
later transformed into a ‘machine system’, 
and then into LeCorbusier’s ‘machines for 
living’. The city became an image of 
mechanical parts performing their exact 
tasks for the machine to work. Louis Sullivan 
expressed it with his vision ‘form follows 
function’, a paradigm that would influence the modern urban design until the 1960’s. The rapid growth of 
cities also marked the rise of new fields of expertise to attempt to explain and control development: the 
social scientists and the urban planners. These new professionals aimed to part with the rules of the 
bourgeois, to abandon triviallity, ornamentalism, local historicisms and any feature of the city that did 
not have an express function (8). In Maslow’s theory, a hierarchy of human needs justified activities 
AND development. The Modern city was a machine, clearly differentiated by infrastructure, geographical 
boundaries and function from the countryside. It was inhabited by crowds of human beings being treated 
as parts of the machinery, which resulted in many cases in the degradation of big sectors of the society, 
but also the degradation of the environment as a consequence of ruthless industrialization -with well-known 
ecological results in America’s and Europe’s emerging metropolises. In architectural terms, the modern city 
was dominated by functionalist buildings deprived of both ornamental forms and local character, 
producing an ‘international style’ undifferentiated from country to country. 

The post-modern revolution started in the 1960’s brought a complete change in the way we understand 
society, economy and perforce, the city. The technological and economical transformations in the world 
after World War II brought about de-industrialization and a shift in urban activities throughout the Western 
World. While manufacturing declined, the service and technology sectors prospered, creating an 
international economic crisis, fueled by energetic challenges, provoking an even wider gap between 
‘high’ and ‘low’ jobs, between the rich and the poor and between hi-tech and traditional 
industry (8). The consequences of the economical shift in world cities could be perceived as: declining 
industrial zones, degradation of city centers, unemployment, and a process of suburbanization that began 

2-Industrial neighborhood in Świętochłowice. The ‘machines for living’ have still not 
changed at the beginning of the 21st century. 
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to blur the limit between the city and the surrounding countryside. Freeways and massive housing building 
became a usual sight, and gentrification and displacement of population took place. The city began to 
sprawl towards the peripheries, sometimes reaching other cities, forming continuous areas of low-density 
urbanization, and the term ‘metropolis’ was used to denote these amorph multi-centered agglomerations. 
At the level of urban planning, the ‘new industrialism’ produced a re-conception of what city, urbanism and 
culture meant. According to Ellin, with suburbanization “the legal term ‘city’ no longer meant 
anything”. In America, it was replaced by the Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA), defined by 
population and density, (which will be used in the next chapter to define a metropolis). It is a powerful sign 
that at the end of the 20th century, such a familiar entity as was ‘the city’, suddenly had to be explained in 
statistical terms. Even when looking at a metropolitan map, boundaries are no longer distinguishable, the 
city broke its spatial constraints and must be conceptualized differently. The new concept of 
‘megalopolis’, coined by geographer Jean Gottman, was used to express linkages of SMSA’s, and as this 
term, countless theories sprang, attempting to give our confusing urban forms a coherent definition: non-
place urban realm, anti-city, centerless city, collage city, megaburb, technoburb, cyburbia, exopolis, new 
city, or the 100-mile city (10). 

The closing ties between economic 
activity and urban forms have given the 
new cities a particular morphology and 
networked structure, as will be 
discussed in the chapter about 
polycentricity. In this respect, I will rely 
on Manuel Castells’ theory of the ‘space 
of flows’, which attempts to understand 
the complex relationships that hold the 
‘new city’ together. “The post-
industrial society is based on 
communications and information 
transfers”, according to Meyer, who 
adds: “transport and communication 
technologies ha(ve) so improved and 
proliferated that many activities could 
be done almost anywhere; location 
choices were increasingly free of 
meaningful physical constraints.” (6). 

The obvious consequences of this are that manufacturing can be mobilized to places in the world where 
labour is cheap, while capital is concentrated in any given firm’s headquarters. The ‘place’ in which goods 
are produced, sold or bought is no longer relevant, and the same applies for most other economical 
activities. It is only natural that such a free-moving economy would produce low-density, highly sprawled 
urban settlements –like suburbia- and make it possible for firms, people and institutions to be located 
virtually anywhere, providing they are well connected. However, the post-industrial economy is producing 
an opposite effect: everywhere we see the rise of ‘clusters’ of related activity. Meyer argues that this 
clustering takes advantage of shared infrastructure, but more importantly, of the “inputs of production… 
particularly labour skills” (6). Clustering is an important feature of the new metropolises -as will be 
discussed in next chapter- but for the city, we could argue that it restores a certain spatial importance to 
the ‘place’ in which locational advantages might exist. Furthermore, Meyer believes that for growing in a 
global market, it is necessary to develop an ‘agglomeration economy’, one that takes advantage 
of the mobility provided by technology, and can endow a city with clusters of diverse activities, sharing 
the infrastructure and benefiting from closeness to specialized, skilled labour and research, often resulting 
in innovation. “Agglomeration economies” –he proposes- “induce an enhanced interest in modelling the 

3-City or not? This satellite night image of East Asia shows bright continuous, interlinked 
belts of development without boundaries. What defines a city then? 
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dynamics of urban development”, which translates in urban actors –government, developers, firms, 
planners- willing to order and decide the best places to locate new development (6).  

Thus so far, we can partially resume that the city is no longer defined by geographical restraints, 
but more in terms of the economic relationships and of the mobility it possesses. To push the 
point further, we might consider Castells’ theory on the ‘Informational City’. According to him, “the new 
society is based upon knowledge, organized around networks, and largely made up of flows” 
(9). Castells sustains that the city is no longer characterized by spatial contiguity, that it is socially 
diversified while being ‘functionally interrelated’. This means that the places that used to make up the city 
have given way to a new structure in which flows –particularly of information- are more critical. The 
examples abound everywhere, where many cities, exhibit –or did- a rapid ex-urban growth, a decaying of 
city centers, and a desarticulated, and socially diverse, suburban ring. The network linkage between the 
elements of the city appears more important than proximity, which arised the necessity of a scale of 
planning not used before: the regional planning (8). In the new city, closeness depends on good 
connectivity rather than in contiguity, allowing the growth of what we recognize today as 
‘metropolitan regions’, networks of cities, or we may say more precisely, a network of urban clusters. Many 
theorists argue that this emphasis on the connectivity links will be the end of the ‘city’ as we know it today.  

As Frederic Jameson declares: “(the) city has been displaced by a ‘new hyperspace’, a kind of 
global space without spatial coordinates” (8), alluding to the growing links between cities around the 
world without geographical proximity. It should be noted that the post-modern impulse has not been 
completely dedicated to achieving urban forms linked by information, but it also represents a reaction to 
the ‘machine city’ of the modernists. The critique against the functional modernism was mainly on the basis 
that its premise -using industrial methods to create better conditions for everyone- had produced instead 

4-Map of the Rhein-Ruhr agglomeration. This area is considered to be the prime European example of regional connectivity; while the largest cities 
act like concentrators of activity and gateways to the exterior, specialized clusters and housing locate in intermediate urban centres. 
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landscapes of devastation, placelessness, and in the words of German architect Schnaidt, “an enterprise 
for the degradation of the human habitat” (11). These claims may sound exaggerated , but it is true 
that the majorly industrial cities became synonyms with ruined ecosystems, inhuman realms of concrete 
and smog, and impersonal areas that were actively aggressive to the citizen and particularly to the 
pedestrian, for the city became exclusive territory of the automobile. Post-modern theories aimed to 
alleviate the effects of modernism by many different ways: a return to the values of the pre-industrial 
society, of contextualism, a new respect for historic roots and urban subcultures, the re-emergence of 
symbolism, and others. Post-modern urbanists seek to resurrect the ‘places’ in the old city centres and 
often possess an inclination towards ‘townscapes’, environmentalism, active community participation, 
regionalism and vernacular design (10). However, post-modernism could be criticized for cutting all ties 
with modernism and its legacy -as if it had never happened- and for creating ‘scenes’ or fake vernacular 
settings that hide original structures like a costume, in its attempt to bring back the ‘local architecture’; but 
anyway, it is crucial to gain some understanding of what post-modernism is attempting in the new urban 
planning.   

To wrap up this study about the city, we can draw the following main points: 

• There is no longer a general consensus of the concept of city 
• The city cannot longer be differentiated precisely from suburbs and countryside 
• Cities are not longer constrained –and therefore defined- by spatial boundaries 
• Connectivity is more important now than contiguity 
• The space of flows seems to be replacing the space of places 

Although achieving a new concept of ‘city’ is a rather epic enterprise in which many experts have 
postulated great theories, I believe that these points narrow it down to workable terms for this research. If 
we integrally agree with Castells’ space of flows, however, I believe that many valuable aspects that of the 
‘places’, specially in medium and small sized cities, could be overlooked. I intend to argue that although 
flows have become the main definition element of cities, places still play an important functional and 
symbolic role in the city and directly influence its urban quality; and that these places can be planned 
and designed to achieve meaningful spaces for the citizens. 

A concept of ‘metropolis’ is also necessary in 
this research, since European and Polish 
spatial policies refer to the process of 
‘metropolisation’, or constitution of urban 
networks in the territory. At the most basic, 
the term metropolis “mother city” (12) refers 
to a main city and its corresponding satellite 
settlements, suburbs, residential areas, and 
towns, that are somehow influenced or 
commanded by this main city. This is the 
common image that people have of a 
metropolis: a well developed, influential urban 
core and a number of smaller urban sub-
centers surrounding it, as is the case with 
most country capitals. For Demographia, a 
metropolitan area is different from an urban 
area in the fact that it represents “a labor 
market, and includes substantial rural (non-urban) territory or area of discontinuous urban 
development.” (5). This concept agrees with many national authorities that define a metropolis in terms 

5-Downtown Seattle, modern American metropolis. The USA is the birthplace of 
the concept and home to countless examples of metropolisation. 
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of commuters. City cores tend to attract workers from countryside, towns and other cities beyond their 
urban shadow, thus creating a more complex entity than a city. The metropolis entity, if more complex, 
seems to be easier to identify in national and international contexts, for the very reason that spatial 
boundaries are no longer needed, and the ‘space of flows’, as in the flows of commuters, customers, and 
information, seem to fit a metropolitan area quite better than to a single urban centre. The most important 
attribute we find in Demographia’s concept is that the metropolis does not need to be a contiguous 
development area, but a functional area. This includes suburbs and rural areas in the definition, and in 
my personal opinion, they are integral and valuable elements of any metropolis, as opposed to the common 
view that they are ‘wasted’ or ‘empty’ spaces. In the case of Poland, the Silesia Voivodship emphasizes that 
wherever possible, a metropolitan urban structure should be pursued, for the benefit of surrounding 
regions that may be dependable on the infrastructure or market of a major city (3). The Upper Silesian 
agglomeration is considered to be of European importance –and the biggest in terms of population and 
area in Poland- although features of a ‘metropolitan region’ seem to define it more exactly (see next 
chapter). 

Our main points in defining a metropolis could then be: 

• An agglomeration of linked contiguous or non-contiguous settlements 
• One or more core cities that influence or dominate the rest of the agglomeration 
• Size and kind of metropolis defined by labour market 
• Substantial suburban or rural areas are part of the metropolis by definition 

It is important to consider Upper Silesia as a 
functional metropolis for the purposes of this 
study, although the degree of contiguity is high 
enough to argue about a possible multi-centered 
city core. As will be shown in Part Two of the 
thesis, the GZM concentrates many different 
urban, functional and spatial relationships within its 
city centres, and with suburban, rural and even 
natural reserve areas. In the next chapter, the 
notions of ‘polycentricity’, and ‘metropolitan 
regions’ will be reviewed, from the point of view of 
the European Union and from an independent 
study on World Metropolises. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6-Map of the Metropolitan Areas of Silesia. These areas are designated 
based on the level of urbanisation of individual city-powiats and 
gminas. 

The purple borders signal the zone of influence of each of the 4 
Metropolitan Areas of Silesia: North (Częstochowa), Central 
(Katowice), Western (Rybnik) and Southern (Bielsko-Biała). 

-Pink gminas are urban. 

-Light pink gminas are suburban. 

-Yellow gminas represent the internal buffer area of the metropolis. 

-Green gminas represent the external buffer area of the metropolis. 
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1.3 – The Polycentric Metropolis 

“… space is not a reflection of society, it is the expression of society.” – so Manuel Castells begins 
his postulating of the ‘space of flows’(9). For him, the cities and any given space are society itself, one of 
its expressions, and in a particular way, of its economic activities. Being a social scientist, Castells was 
concerned about the change in economic patterns, globalization, and the effect of new technologies in 
society. For him, “the global economy is organized around command and control centers able to 
coordinate, innovate and manage intertwined activities of networks of firms” (ibid.). Many 
authors have elaborated on the characteristics of the post-modern world, and it is generally accepted that 
technology and communications have changed the way in which economy, society and the city work. We 
play part to the three revolutions identified by Giddens in post-modernity: globalisation (the change in 
economy), the change in relationships between individuals and communities (a new focus on equality 
between men and women and society, and on 
democracy) and the relationship with nature 
(sustainability)(13). These trends greatly 
oppose the Modern objectives of transforming 
nature with technology (industrialism) in favor of 
a more reciprocal relationship, and this 
transition has modified the character of our 
cities. About economics, Thorns notes: 
“consumerism is seen as one of the driving 
forces of economic, political and social life”(14); 
“…the growth in the city will no longer be 
the consequence of manufacturing, but of 
“consumption, leisure, recreation and 
tourism” (15). The transformation of cities, the 
decline of the industrial areas, the degradation 
of the suburb, urban sprawl and redevelopment 
in the inner cities are all proof of this shift in 
activities. The rise of the ‘services class’, says Thorns, have changed the lifestyles of the city dwellers, into 
a more individualistic and personalized experience, but on the other hand there is a new ‘sub-class’ 
destined to manning the leisure industry, to part-time jobs and to informal economy; together with the 
displaced population, the old-aged and the non-integrated immigrants. “…the postmodern city has two 
faces.”, he declares, referring to the entertainment-prone downtowns and the ghettoes of the excluded 
(14). This polarisation is a clear world trend, together with the impression that the internet and the media 
bring the world closer than never before, and that we all share the same ‘hyperspace’ culture.  

For Castells the main structure of this new urban and global reality is the network. The metropolis is a 
network of nodes linked by functional flows, particularly of information, and these metropolises are at the 
same time linked in the global network. The importance, he argues, is no longer the localisation of the 
activities, firms or markets, but the relationships they forge across the world. “Our society is 
constructed around flows: flows of information, flows of capital, flows of technology, flows of 
organizational interactions, flows of images, sounds and symbols.” (9). His ‘space of flows’ is 
composed of three conceptual layers: the first is the exchange of flows in the society network, the 
‘electronic impulses’ of the circuit, without physical place; the second layer is the nodes and hubs, which 
are the physical places with social and functional meaning: some function as exchangers, and some as the 
nodes where the most important activities of a given network concentrate; and the third layer corresponds 
to the spatial organization of the dominant elites that manage this space of flows: governments, firms and 
media. This would be similar to claiming that New York is more closely related to London than to Albany 
(the capital of the state of New York), and it is probably true. 

7-The Stroget in Copenhagen: consumerism, leisure and tourism are the 
pillars of the success of these shopping streets all over Europe. 
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In the same way, the metropolis cannot be defined by the physical space, but by the flows and 
links between its nodes, and by the flows and links between it and other metropolises. The 
matter of ‘polycentricity’ comes into play. Polycentricity is a recent term that acquired prominence as a 
debate topic with its inclusion in the European Spatial Development Perspective (ESDP) of 1999. It reflects 
both the practical application of Castells’ theory and a spatial planning policy being discussed worldwide, 
but more importantly, a strategic objective for the developent of Europe. According to the ESDP, 
polycentricity refers to a more balanced distribution of economic activities throughout Europe, which 
are traditionally concentrated in a core area of the continent, commonly referred to as the Blue Banana or 
the Pentagon, with all its variants (16). This Pentagon, because of its particular industrial and political 
history, developed into the wealthiest and most relevant area of Europe, constituting the foremost node of 
the continent in the world economy, its “one outstanding, larger economical integration zone” 
(ibid.), concentrating almost all the European global cities. This situation, though, provoked a sharp 
inequality with the peripheries, making the European territory highly contrasting in incomes, production, 
welfare, infrastructure and quality of life. 

As a result, and within the process of continuous integration of the European Union, the Lisbon Agenda was 
adopted in the year 2000, with the objective of “making the EU the most competitive and dynamic region 
of the world” (17), which was popularly translated into the Commission’s slogan, ‘growth and jobs’. The 
strategy contemplated a balanced development in the EU’s economics, social and environmental sectors, 
but was highly criticized for the contradictions between these objectives, and a hot debate over which 

8-Functional Urban Areas of Europe. Here we can see the high density of settlement-growth in the core of the 
European territory. Polycentricity was introduced as a policy tool to balance economic growth to the 
peripheries, which we see here sparsely populated or with only national/local FUAs. 
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should be the priorities. Particularly, the Cohesion objective, aimed at balancing the different regions of 
Europe -mainly in the peripheries- was deemed to be contrary to the competitiveness and economic goals, 
while environmental strategies seemed to be a threat for growth. As the discussions about sustainable 
development in Europe went on, spatial planners were working on strategies for ordering the territory of an 
enlarged EU, and the ESDP, with its follow-up, the Territorial Agenda, came into the scene. The goal of the 
spatial policies is to “work towards a balanced and sustainable development of the territory of 
the EU” (16).  

 

 

 

Polycentricity became central in the strategy mainly because it was a “bridging concept”, reconciling 
different countries’ interests toward cohesion and competitiveness, allowing for consensus (18). Since the 
ESDP is not a binding document, each Member State can apply its principles in the measure they consider 
best for their national strategies. Article 70 of the ESDP states: “The creation of several dynamic zones of 
global economic integration, well distributed across the EU territory and comprising a network of 
internationally accessible metropolitan regions and their linked hinterland, will play a key role in improving 

9-Map of Potential Urban Strategic Horizons. These entities refer to the Functional Urban Areas that have 
one potential labour market or more. We see a high concentration of such labour markets inside the 
‘Pentagon’, which gives an idea of where polycentricity policies are needed. 
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spatial balance in Europe.” (16). What is proposed then, is the establishment of ‘gateway cities’, linked 
externally to the global network and serving as the ‘nodes’ that Castells proposes in his space of flows, 
spreaded all throughout the European Union, benefiting the peripheries and improving the social and 
economic cohesion.  

The main aspects of the polycentricity approach of the EU according to Nordregio are: 

• Polycentricity comprises two complementary aspects: 

o Morphology (number and hierarchy of the cities), and 

o Relations between urban areas (networks, flows, cooperation) 

• Polycentricity is scale-dependant: 

o Macro level: Promoting out-of-Pentagon global integration zones (Europe) 

o Meso level: Integrate city-regions (inter-regional) 

o Micro level: Improved links and cooperation in the intra-regional level (19) 

 

 

 

A lot of studies have been performed by ESPON, the European agency responsible for collecting territorial 
data, about the status and possibilities of Europe’s polycentric structures. As we can see in these 
specialized maps by ESPON, Poland shows a relative high degree of polycentricity and of potential for 
establishing Polycentric Integration Areas –PIA-, (functional urban areas with potential labour markets). 
The Upper Silesia agglomeration is shown as both a PIA and a Metropolitan European Growth Area (MEGA), 
highlighting its advantage in Europe’s territorial strategy. It is important to note that the ESDP emphasises: 
“… polycentric development of only individual metropolitan regions is not in line with the 
tradition of maintaining the urban and rural diveristy of the EU.” (16). This implies that although 
the development of the polycentric structure inside metropolises is encouraged, the main objective of the 
strategy is to apply polycentricity to the whole European territory, in a system of “graduated city ranking”. 
The setback to the principle, as observed in the last years, is that Member States -especially the newly 
integrated ones- tend to favor developed urban centers that show a faster growth and maintain the 

10-Diagram of the levels of Polycentricity. As we can see, there exist several networks within networks of urban relationships depending on the scale. 
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national economy, widening the inequalities with other -mainly rural- cities and towns, actively opposing 
the cohesion objective. 

 

 

Peter Hall and Kathy Pain, in their study The Polycentric Metropolis, work on the concepts, functions and 
characteristics of these urban forms, and many of their conclusions are very useful in establishing a 
framework for Upper Silesia. They argue firstly, that ‘polycentricity’, as proposed by the ESDP is in need of 
a closer definition. While in the document the focus is on “promoting alternative gateways outside the 
(European) Pentagon”, in a lower, regional scale, polycentricity refers to “outward diffusion from major 
cities to smaller cities within their spheres of influence, sometimes over wide areas” (20). The 
urban form that arises, according to the authors, is the Mega-City Region or MCR, which can be defined 
as a group of cities or towns, not necessarily contiguous, but functionally linked around one or two ‘first 
cities’, and gaining economic strenght from “a new functional division of labour”. These Mega-City Regions 
are created by a long process of decentralization, and although they have many characteristics in common 
with a metropolis, the MCR’s can extend far and wide, and have any number of settlements in its structure. 

11-Map of Polycentric Integration Areas. These are zones with high potential for polycentric development, 
ranked by population. Upper Silesia presents a dense concentration of these. 
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Metropolitan Regions are the prime example of the space of flows at work: they are created by the process 
of globalisation, the informatical economy, and the rise of the service sector. A vital development in the 
study of the MCR’s is the emergence of the Advanced Producer Services (APS), which are specialized 
services for the ‘service sector’, and which can include finance, business services and others, also called 
‘knowledge-intensive services’. This newer element of the world economy characterizes the rise of ‘global 
and sub-global cities’, which, as Castells affirms, are the ‘centers of command and control’ of the global 
economy (9). Cited in the same study, Llewelyn-Davies identifies four key types of APS: 

• Finance, design, advertising and other business services 

• Power and influence (governments, world organizations and firm headquarters) 

• Cultural and creative activities (museums, theatres, printed media) 

• Tourism and all related activities (21) 

These services, according to several authors, have a strong tendency to generate agglomeration 
economies, (see 1.2 – City and Metropolis) since the face-to-face interaction is of vital importance for 
their development (9)(20). Meyer assures that “economic growth in an increasingly global economy may 
almost require every major regional or national economy to have a city with at least some basis in 
agglomeration economies” (6). As he proposed in his study, the activities of the new economy tend to 
cluster in determined locations -usually developed metropolises- but sometimes in quite inexplicable 
locations such as Silicon Valley. These clusters are the main engines of growth in post-modern 
metropolises, and they not only generate economic wealth by their proximity, but are also benefited from 
the experience exchange and from the availability of needed highly skilled labour, creating what Castells 
calls ‘technopoles’ or ‘milieux of innovation’. The bottom line of this concept is that “competition and 
cooperation require closeness, producing innovation” (20). 

The Globalization and World Cities Study Group and Network at Loughborough University, UK, performed a 
study of global cities for understanding the mechanism of new urban developments in the world. They 
created a city ranking based on the number of the connections and flows between these cities in the global 
network, but, as Eric Gloersen of Nordregio notes: the knowledge links -business trips, student exchanges, 
air and train traffic and data flows like e-mails- are very difficult to measure. Some interesting findings of 
the Loughborough Group abour MCR’s are the following: 

• More polycentricity generates more specialization – specialized clusters tend to relocate to 
decentralized locations. 

• Around the world, primary Central Business Districts (CBD’s) are based on walking distances and 
radial transport systems; but secondary CBD’s are usually located near high-edge residential areas 
and tertiary CBD’s are beginning to turn to degraded industrial areas, commonly found in post-
industrial inner cities. 

• Media centers, new massive sports and entertainment facilities also tend to decentralize. 

• The focus moves from the city to the whole region (22). 

• A developed MCR is highly interlinked, but a recognizable hierarchy is present: there are one or 
two ‘first cities’ acting as an exterior, global gateway. 

• The agglomeration economy of which Meyer speaks is achieved by clustering of activities, not in 
one core, but in a number of centres across the MCR. 
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What this means for Upper Silesia is that its spatial arrangement has many of the advantages described in 
the Loughborough Group study, including a highly connected network and a recognizable ‘first city’, but on 
the other hand there is not an important presence of APS firms yet that would act as the growth engine in 
Katowice, the capital of the region. However, the same study proposes a policy that might apply favorably 
to the region, as will be analyzed in Part Two of this thesis: sustainable concentrated 
deconcentration. It “suggests that growth should be guided on to selected development 
corridors along strong public transport links, including high-speed ‘regional metros’”. This 
would mean that, by policy or spatial planning, a selective relocation of activities should be promoted, with 
APS’s located in the first city of the agglomeration and specialized clusters in secondary centers. The 
objective would be to achieve an MCR that is well linked, decreasing urban sprawl and congestion, and 
favoring the ‘milieux of innovation’. The way to define an Mega-City Region according to Hall and Pain is as 
follows: 

FUR = Functional Urban Region: a core defined in terms of employment size and density, and a 
ring defined in terms of daily journeys (commuting) to the core. The core is in the level of NUTS 5 
units. It is defined on the basis of 7 or more workers per hectare, and a minimum 20,000 workers 
in either a single NUTS 5 or contiguous NUTS 5 units. The rings must have 10% or more of the 
residentially based workforce commuting daily to the core. Allocate to the core to which most 
commuters go. 

MSA = Metropolitan Statistical Area (beyond the physical built-up area, encompasses all the areas 
that have a regular daily relationship with a core city). 

MCR = First criteria to define a MCR should be contiguity. MCR = contiguous FURs, similar to 
Combined Metropolitan Statistical Areas. There may or may not be functional relations between the 
constituent FURs. 

 

 
 
 

 
The exercise to test the relative polycentricity of an agglomeration uses basic data like area, population, 
employment and commuting. Based on the results, a metropolitan area could be polycentric or self-
contained, therefore different policies can be selected to improve its functioning. Data for Upper Silesia will 
be presented in Part Two of this thesis, along with the conclusions of this short analysis. Other analysis that 
can be recommended for the study of metropolitan regions are: service network connectivity, the 
connectivity by telecommunications and business travel, and the location of individual firms. Before 

12-Typology of Metropolitan Areas. According to the spatial structure of the metropolitan regions, we can find sprawl (low density settlements over a 
wide area), monocentric regions (single, highly developed core) or polycentric regions (concentrated deconcentration: several tight centres). 
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concluding this chapter on polycentricity, I would like to add that with the same ‘flows’ principle, a new 
urban form has been recognized since the 1970’s, which has been called the Megalopolis or Megacity. 
Megacities, according to Castells, are very large urban agglomerations that are “globally connected but 
locally disconnected, physically and socially”, and that “articulate the global economy, link up the 

informational networks, and concentrate the world’s 
power.” (9). Examples of these mega-structures are 
found in the Southeast Coast of China –MCR’s from 
Hong Kong to Macau which are not physically, but 
globally connected- where a total population of 40 to 
50 million is located; in the East Coast of the USA, and 
-according to many authors- emerging in the 
European Pentagon. The Loughborough Group’s study 
on polycentric metropolises contribute many valuable 
lessons that will be summarized at the end of this 
framework. In the next chapter I will explore the 
different concepts that affect ‘livability’ in terms of 
quality of life for the inhabitants, and what can be 
done spatially to improve this livability and return the 
human being at the center of the city. 
 
 
 

 

1.4 - Livability in the city 

As mentioned before in this study, when discussing post-modernism, there has been an academic and 
philosophical opposition to the Modernist ideals that brought about the Industrial Era, with all its 
consequences. As Giddens concluded, the idealistic objective of controlling the natural world with science 
and technology to achieve welfare for everyone actually resulted in greater inequalities, a very serious 
degradation of the natural environment and increasingly dilapidated cities. The decades of the 1970’s and 
1980’s saw the emergence of the first scientists and organizations devoted to bringing the environmental 
question into the world development, from Rachel Carson and her ‘Silent Spring’ to the United Nations’ 
conferences on Human Environment and the Limits to Growth (1972), to the Brundtland Report (1987) and 
the Earth Summit in Rio (1992)(24), all sounding the voice of alarm on the result of the reckless 
industrialization and urbanization of the modern era, the “increased degradation of natural 
ecosystems and erosion of the life supporting systems that uphold human civilization” (23). 
The notion of sustainability was created to introduce environmental objectives into the social and economic 
development discourses, making conscience that the natural resources of the world are limited. The 
Brundtland Report defined sustainability as “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs” (24). Along these 
lines of environmental awareness, we also discussed the post-modernist reflex in urban planning, as a 
rejection of the modern city with its human-hostile spaces, the lack of meaningful places and the 
supremacy of the automobile. As Prof. Colin Buchanan expresses: “(Planning) was born out of painfully 
gathered experience over a century of industrialisation which made it abundantly clear that market forces in 
land, left to their own devices, fail utterly to produce a humane environment.” (25). It was clear for the 
new generation of urban planners and architects that there was a need to return the human being to the 
center of the city, that the city should be human-scale and human-friendly, in short, humane. 

13-Frankfurt am Main. The increasing connectivity and global 
relationships of the principal European metropolises lead some to 
think on a European Megalopolis in the Pentagon. 
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Livability came in the 1970’s as a term 
defining the quality of life that citizens 
experiment in their cities. As a concept, 
livability can be broad or narrow depending on 
the context, and many studies, organizations 
and authorities around the world have their 
own definition. However, all place ‘quality of 
life’ in the center of the concept, and the 
measurable indicators tend to vary, although 
criteria such as density, transportation, 
security and sustainability remain constant. 
For the GVRD (Greater Vancouver Regional 
District), a world pioneer in livability planning, 
the guiding principles for livability are 
accessibility, equity and participation, 
and a ‘livable city’ can be defined as the one 
that promotes the inhabitants’ “ability to 

access infrastructure (transportation, communication, water, and sanitation); food; clean air; affordable 
housing; meaningful employment; and green space and parks.” (26). This same organization defines 
‘sustainability’ as the ability to sustain this quality of life for posterity. The study that the GVRD performed 
for its 100-Year Plan yielded many useful conclusions for urban planning that will be taken into account in 
this research. There are two widely recognized authorities that publish a World Report on Livable Cities: the 
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) and the Mercer Human Resources Consulting Group. The surveys they 
conduct measure livability factors in cities all around the world, with certain differences, but the results in 
both reports are fairly approximate: cities in Canada, Australia, Western Europe and Japan enjoy the 
highest levels of livability. 
 
Criteria for measuring Livability: 
 
 

 The Economist Intelligence Unit (27)   Mercer Consulting Group (28) 
 
Assesses living conditions based on 40    Measures Quality of Living in the cities based on 39 
indicators divided in 5 categories:    indicators in the following categories: 
 

Stability (political and social)     Political and Social environment (stability) 
Healthcare      Economic environment 
Culture and Environment     Socio-cultural environment 
Education       Health and sanitation 
Infrastructure      Schools and education 
       Public services and transportation 
       Recreation 
       Availability of Consumer goods 
       Housing 
       Natural environment (climate) 
 

 
 
 

As we can see, the criteria differs slightly, but in general the indicators used are the same, and can be 
resumed as: all the features that contribute to an integral development of all the citizens. The 
majority of these features can be addressed or promoted by planning policy, but also by urban design, and 

14-Vancouver, Canada. The city and region of Vancouver are pioneers in planning 
for livability, resulting in its declaration as one of the best cities in the world. 
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these ‘design-based’ solutions are of special importance for the Third Part of this thesis. Important aspects 
when defining a livable city include the importance of the context, attractiveness, safety, mobility, 
accessibility, respect for history and its symbols, a network of meaningful public places, ecological 
sustainability and empowerment of the people. Tibbalds argues that the quality of the city can only be 
achieved by a correct mix of uses and activities (as opposed to a complete functional division of the city), 
and that “we need to look at urban areas as a whole… the achievement of good design must be 
a fundamental objective…” (30). Lennard (1997) proposes 9 principles of a livable city: 
 

• Everyone can see and listen everybody (not exclusion or isolation) 
• Dialogue 
• A public realm that brings people together 
• A livable city is not dominated by fear or rejection of other people 
• The public realm is a place of social learning and socialization 
• The city must be multifunctional – accomodating economic, social an cultural activities 
• Inhabitants must value each other 
• Aesthetics and meaningfulness of urban places have a high priority 
• Participation of the public in decision making is vital (29) 

 
In conclusion, livability is the term that we will use to englobe all the physical and social characteristics that 
are needed for a city to generate a high quality of life for its inhabitants. Livability, as I will attempt to 
prove, is complementary to the new arising concepts of city and metropolis, and a balance should 
be struck to ensure that a well connected urban space is also a human space. Therefore, planning 
strategies like cohesion, polycentricity and competitiveness can and must accommodate principles for  
equality and a better quality of urban life, no matter what their ranking is in the global network. Proof of 
this is the fact that metropolises at the top of the livability rankings –Zurich, Vancouver, Melbourne, Vienna, 
Copenhagen, Sydney, Düsseldorf, Geneva, Auckland, Adelaide- are all important in the global economy, 
have an excellent service-oriented economy and a good level of environmental sustainability, BUT the first-
class global cities like New York, Shanghai, Tokyo and London do not perform so well in the livability test, 
even with their impressive infrastructure. This can be explained by the less desirable characteristics of 
these super metropolises, like congestion, pollution, stress and crime, which leads us to think that the 
balance is somewhere in between, in medium-sized cities with good planning under their sleeves. The case 
of Vancouver is remarkable, for their huge 
study into livability and the planning that 
derived from it was directly responsible for 
its current status as one of the best cities 
to live in the world. If we look at the initial 
characteristics point by point, we could 
argue that Upper Silesia has many of the 
advantages already mentioned in this 
framework to become a polycentric 
metropolis of very good quality for its 
inhabitants and of great importance in the 
European and global network. In the next 
chapter, a concept for a livable Metropolis 
will be proposed, and a set of guidelines 
from the multiple theoretical backgrounds 
used in this thesis shall be compiled to 
assist us as a checklist for assessing the 
Silesia Spatial Development Plans. 
 

15-City of Geneva, Switzerland, from La Saleve. Geneva owes its status as a livable city 
thanks to its careful planning, equality policies, environmental quality and beautiful 
surroundings, but also to its global importance as a world financial centre. 
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1.5 - A concept of Livable Metropolis 

After reviewing all the concepts and theories in the framework, this last chapter is intended to bring 
together the substantial points that can be used as the reference for Upper Silesia. My objective is to 
identify the principles which together will promote an improvement in the quality of life of the 
Silesian region. They are extracted from the ESDP, from Castells’ space of flows, from Hall and Pain’s 
Polycentric Metropolis and from the GVRD Study for the Livable City. The principles that are not credited 
from any of these theoretical sources are proposed by myself, based on Spatial Planning concepts. 

In order to answer the thesis questions it is necessary to establish what I mean by a ‘livable metropolis’. My 
argument is that: 

A livable metropolis is the unique, functionally linked urban form that 
responds to the human needs, scale and aspirations and promotes the integral 
development of the person while improving its relationship with the space, 
both built and natural. 

By metropolis here I am referring to the urban space defined by flows, not by areas, that becomes a 
network and is itself within a regional and global network, with links in multiple levels with other 
metropolises; by human needs, scale and aspirations I mean all the factors that relate the person to the 
built environment in a harmonic way; by integral development I express physical, mental, emotional, 
social, spiritual and cultural facets of the person; and finally the relationship with the space includes the 
notion of a mutual exchange of the person expressing, shaping and using his space, and the space 
influencing the quality of life of the person. With this definition I express the reality of the city in our times 
and the need to maintain and improve upon the best from the modernist legacy while pursuing a 
sustainable relationship with the natural environment and a more just and equal society. It is my opinion 
that universal principles and good practices must be contextualized, and that a point of equilibrium can 
be met between growth, human activities and the environment through careful spatial planning. 

The set of principles proposed here is by no means exhaustive or comprehensive. It reflects my idea of 
livability and of the elements that should be present in the Spatial Development Plan to achieve it. The 
criteria to judge whether a given principle is present in the Plan is that it should be mentioned in it, inferred 
from it, or there are objectives or actions that might lead to that particular principle. 

A set of principles for the Livable Metropolis: 

(PM) – The Polycentric Metropolis, (C) – Castells’ Space of Flows,  (ESDP) – European Spatial Development Perspective, (LC) The 
Livable City 

 A – POLYCENTRIC METROPOLITAN PRINCIPLES  

• Polycentricity test (commuting and rank/size) (PM)(ESDP) 
To be performed on the GZM in Part Two. 

• Definition of metropolitan area by flows (C) 
• Detection of nodes and hubs of the space of flows (PM) 
• Connectivity with the Global Network 
• Connectivity with the region  
• Localization of the concentrations of firms (PM) 
• Identification of ‘First Cities’ as knowledge gateways (PM) 
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 B – ECONOMIC PRINCIPLES 

• Promotion of clusters (PM)(ESDP) 
• Decentralization of specialized clusters 
• Modernization of traditional industries 
• Promotion of the service and APS sectors 
• Promotion of the innovation milieux (R&D, technopoles), competitive and cooperative (C) 
• Cities are focused on cooperation, not competition (PM) 
• Protection of historic, market-created city-centre clusters (PM) 
• Proper marketing of the metropolitan region and its possibilities 
• Attention to cross-border cooperation 
• Importance of face-to-face contact (PM) 
• Improvement of telecomunnication systems in the metropolitan region (PM) 
• City ‘buzz’ important for firm location (PM)  
• First Cities recognized as regional ‘hubs’, or meeting places 
• Allocation of decentralized office space, to regional urban centres 
• Attraction of foreign investments and promotion of the Special Economic Zone 
 

 C – SOCIAL PRINCIPLES 

• Equity of access to services and infrastructure (LC) 
• Modernization and creation of affordable, quality housing (LC) 
• Attractiveness of the city cores for high-skilled labour (PM) 
• Improvement of access to quality healthcare 
• Improvement of a healthy environment 
• Access to physical health infrastructure – promotion of healthy lifestyles 
• Quality of life as independent from economic status (ESDP) 
• Egalitarian access to information technologies (C) 
• Creation of ‘complete communities’ (LC) 
• Improvement of the education system and of educational facilities (LC)  
• Strenghtening the sense of identity and place (LC)  
• No segmentation or exclusion of population – preventing gentrification and ghetto-ization (LC) 
• A just and equal immigration policy 

 D – ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY PRINCIPLES 

• Protection of the ‘green hearts’ (LC) 
• Establishment of SEA and EIAs for new development projects 
• Accessibility and infrastructure for green areas and parks 
• Protection and monitoring of the agricultural land 
• Improvement in water systems (supply, sewage, treatment, pollution of water bodies) 
• Improvement of air quality 
• Environmentally-friendly waste management systems  
• Definition and protection of natural areas 
• Integration of green space and built space 
• Protection policies for natural assets – land, flora and fauna 
 

 E – SPATIAL PRINCIPLES 

• Regeneration of the public realm and public spaces 
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• Regeneration and redevelopment of the inner cities 
• Relocation of development in degraded industrial areas  
• Mix of land-use to promote closeness between job-housing-shopping areas 
• Establishment of green buffer areas between urban centres and industrial zones 
• A network of meaningful public places 
• Priorization of aesthetics, beautiful and meaningful spaces (LC) 
• Valorization and conservation of good modernist design 
• Avoiding of urban sprawl – protection of rural hinterland in the metropolitan region 
• Promoting high-density developments with good connection and public spaces (LC) 
• Achievement of a compact metropolitan region (LC) 
• Establishmet of a Growth Concentration Area, attracting population and employment (LC) 

 F – INFRASTRUCTURE PRINCIPLES 

• High investment in improved/new infrastructure (PM) 
• Priority in regional transportation links (Motorway and fast rail travel) (PM) 
• Multimodality of transportation between the cities/nodes (ESDP)(PM) 
• Integration to the Trans-European Networks (ESDP) 
• Easy and direct access to regional and international airports (PM) 
• Infrastructure for pedestrians/cyclists 
• Improvement and efficiency of energy supply systems 
• Car transport is accommodated in the city, but other transport options are promoted  
• Integration of the transport system – one ticket multimodal transport 

 G – CULTURAL & RECREATIONAL PRINCIPLES 

• Valorizing the natural and cultural heritage (LC) 
• Protection of places and objects of historic or architectural importance 
• Access to cultural events throughout the metropolitan region (LC) 
• Participation in public culture expressions 
• Equity and affordability in access to entertainment and cultural venues 
• Inclusion of art as part of public places 
• High-profile, massive cultural/sports/entertainment facilities decentralized to the region  
• Promotion of festivals and expos (LC) 
• Creation, improvement, promotion and management of regional touristic attractions  
• Promotion of the hospitality sector – hotels, restaurants, bars, cafes, discos  

 H – GOVERNANCE & PLANNING PRINCIPLES 

• Coordination between policy areas (integral planning) (PM) 
• Public consulting, participation and dialogue in planning (LC) 
• Policies should take into account all the functional linkages of the region, not only its spaces (PM) 
• Presence of an urban/rural partnership (ESDP) 
• A trans-European risk management (natural disasters) (ESDP) 
• Monitoring mechanisms for the Development Plan 
• Transfer of common services managementto the Union 
• Planning resiliency –the ability to adjust and innovate in long-term planning (LC) 
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To conclude this Part One I would like to add, that all these principles, although contributing for a livable 
metropolis, may in some cases contradict or undermine each other. This is a fact well known in spatial 
planning, and a proper contextual study must always be performed to find out the priorities for a given 
region. In the next chapter the focus will be on the Upper Silesia metropolitan region, its characteristics and 
its components, its level of polycentricity and the grading of the Silesian Development Plan 2000-2020. 
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THE SILESIA MEGAPOLIS 

PART TWO – THE SPATIAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN OF  UPPER SILESIA 

 

 

2.1 - Urban study of the agglomeration 

The second part of this thesis is dedicated to the analysis of the Upper Silesia agglomeration, in its 
component parts and as a whole. This first chapter presents an overview of the 14 urban centres that 
officially constitute the Upper Silesia Metropolitan Union, and some information about other towns that 
functionally and spatially take part in the metropolis. Then I present data on the Silesian cities for testing 
the polycentricity of the Union, before entering the study of the Spatial Development Plan, which is central 
for the thesis. 

Morphologically, the Upper Silesia agglomeration (or Central Silesia metropolitan area), presents roughly a 
west-east axis, and is composed of 14 cities with powiat status and several neighboring gminas. The two 
most important cities, Gliwice and Katowice, counterbalance each other in the extremes (see Urban Maps). 
The area from Gliwice through Zabrze, Ruda Śląska, Bytom, Chorzów, Świętochłowice, Katowice and 
Sosnowiec is almost continuous built-up areas of housing, commerce and industrial zones with big islands 
of green zones like Culture Park in Gliwice, the Insurgents Forest, the Voivodship Culture and Leisure 
Park in Chorzów and several forested areas in the south and east of the metropolis. Piekary Śląskie, 
Tychy, Dąbrowa Górnicza, Jaworzno and Mysłowice, although well linked to the core in multiple modalities, 
can be considered to be more satellite settlements, presenting development along the transportation links. 

  
1-Built-up Areas of the GZM. In this map we can see the concentration of urban areas evenly spread across the region. Note that apart from city 
cores there is a lot of built-up mass, mainly corresponding to industrial areas, connecting the cities. This picture seems to support the polycentric 
nature of the GZM, although signs of sprawl and degraded sectors make many of these zones obsolete and forbidding. 
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Knurów, Czeladź, Będzin and Mikołów are gminas not officially inside the GZM, but morphologically close to 
it and linked as well.  

Closed and operating coal and zinc mines are found all over the territory –urban and rural- of the GZM. 
There is a high concentration of industrial zones –chemical, steelworks and manufacturing- around Bytom, 
Chorzów, Sosnowiec and Dąbrowa Górnicza, about half of them in degraded state. Small parks exist around 
housing neighborhoods and close to the city centres. Some of these housing neighborhoods are historical –
like Giszowiec and Nikiszowiec- while some of them have not changed since the industrial era, and are 
almost in ruins. New big housing units can be found everywhere, but specially in Tychy, Katowice and 
Gliwice. The river Rawa runs through the center of the GZM and is currently highly polluted, although there 
are plans for its restoration. Several lakes and old industrial ponds are found too. The A4 motorway 
connects the agglomeration from west to east along the ‘Upper Silesia Avenue’; the new A1 axis is being 
built nearby Gliwice and will provide a fast connection to the Katowice-Pyrzowice Airport, 35 km. to the 
north of Katowice. The landing strip of the old airport still exists just south of downtown. The DTŚ, an 
intra-urban expressway, is also being built across the middle of the GZM from Gliwice to Dąbrowa. New, big 
shopping centres are located near the most important arteries, like the Silesia City Center, the IKEA 
complex in Sosnowiec and many more. Near Tychy lies a newer industrial area, housing the huge ensemble 
plants of Isuzu and Fiat Auto Poland, along with other technology firms. An important financial district is 
emerging in the corridor between Katowice and Chorzów. The metropolis is being served by public 
transport in the modes of a bus (connecting all the cities) and tramway (reaching about 60% of the GZM) 
networks, both mixing obsolete and new, efficient units. There are railway stations in almost every urban 
centre of the metropolis, but they are very low quality, deteriorated buildings. Regional trains are also in 
very bad shape, while InterCity trains to other important metropolises are newer and better. The whole 
GZM is criss-crossed by passenger and mostly industrial railway tracks, many of them abandoned or under-
used. Last years have seen an increase in automobile usage in the agglomeration, resulting in peak hour 
congestion in the main avenues, and serious parking problems, mostly in downtowns. 

 
2-Transportation intermodality in Upper Silesia. The metropolis is served by a growing network of roads and a motorway (soon to be joined by the A1 
TEN link). The Inter-city road and a new interchange at the A4 are under construction. There is also railway, bus and a remarkable tram network. 
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3-Western Upper Silesia agglomeration. An almost continuous belt of urbanisation extends along main roads from Gliwice to downtown Katowice. 
The zones around Zabrze, Ruda Slaska, Swietochlowice, Bytom, Siemianowice Slaskie and Chorzow present a high concentration of industrial land, 
most of it out of use. Some urban characteristics of each city are shown in the pictures. 
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4-Eastern Upper Silesia. Urban structure in this part of the agglomeration show a more polycentric arrangement. City centres of Tychy, Myslowice, 
Jaworzno and Dabrowa Gornicza appear more concentrated and there are great tracks of open or forested land surrounding them, acting as buffers. 
Many natural reserves can be found in this part of the region, but also the biggest industrial nodes. 
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5-Ruined neo-gothic building in old Tychy Centre. Hundreds of 
centenary buildings like this are being wasted or demolished. 

6-Platform in Tychy train station. Stations in all Poland are 
managed by PKP, the state railway company, so cities are not 
allowed to re-develop, thus the state of degradation. 

7-Coal mine KWK in Gliwice. About half the coal mines in the 
GZM are spent. Some are real security threats for the inhabitants 

8-Foundry in Chorzow. Abandoned structures are all that is left 
of this once ‘royal’ steelworks district. 

9-Mine shaft and tower in Siemianowice. The image of the 
shaft towers has undoubtedly become the symbol of Silesia. 

10-Steelworks in old Chorzow. Some of these industrial titans 
are still in operation, often blocks away from housing units. 
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POLYCENTRICITY EXERCISE: BASIC DATA OF THE AGGLOMERATION 

Source: Statistical Office Katowice – from the Statistical Yearbook of the Slaskie Voivodship 2007 

This simple study of basic data gives us several clues about the polycentricity of the GZM according to Hall 
and Pain (1). The first 14 cities in the table are the official GZM, while Czeladź, Będzin, Knurów and 
Mikołów are included for being physically/functionally linked to it, not forming part of the GZM for political 

CITY  AREA 
(km²) 

Population Density 
(inh/km²) 

Net 
Migration 
(per 1000) 

Unemp.
rate % 

Em-
ployed 
Pop. 

Industry 
& 

Building 
Services 

Industr. & 
building  
firms 

Service 
firms 

Gliwice 134 198,499 1,483 -4,3 9,3 66,830 28,594 37,928 3,691 14,504 

Zabrze 80 190,110 2,365 -6,0 18,7 39,167 15,412 23,746 2,173 10,830 

Bytom 69 186,540 2,686 -5,6 21,1 33,115 11,133 21,824 2,853 11,170 

Ruda Śląska 78 145,471 1,871 -6,0 10,3 36,503 20,809 15,663 1,558 6,477 

Święto-
chłowice 

13 54,938 4,128 -4,9 21,2 8,270 3,430 4,828 704 2,599 

Piekary 
Śląskie 

40 59,338 1,484 -3,6 17,1 12,062 6,279 5,779 639 2,579 

Chorzów 33 113,978 3,429 -1,8 18,4 25,281 8,896 16,340 1,832 7,662 

Siemianowice 
Śląskie 

25 72,247 2,833 -3,6 18,5 12,148 5,318 6,815 1,300 4,466 

Katowice 165 314,500 1,910 -4,7 5,4 148,725 67,862 106,155 6,613 29,665 

Tychy 82 130,492 1,598 -7,2 8,8 39,697 20,941 18,706 2,422 9,165 

Sosnowiec 91 224,244 2,463 -4,8 16,3 48,133 18,282 29,688 4,041 17,613 

Mysłowice 66 75,063 1,142 -2,1 12,2 19,977 10,873 9,099 1,258 4,758 

Dąbrowa 
Górnicza 

189 129,559 686 -3,3 15,5 39,612 22,173 17,374 2,347 8,192 

Jaworzno 153 95,771 627 -2,5 14,4 22,124 12,224 9,865 1,321 5,291 

Czeladź 16 34,152 2,085 +2,9 19,9 5,485 1,698 3,760 593 2,453 

Będzin 37 58,626 1,569 +2,9 19,9 13,067 4,577 8,453 1,108 4,540 

Knurów 34 39,760 1,171 -3,1 13,1 11,358 8,158 3,128 384 1,815 

Mikołów 79 38,398 485 +2,4 12,8 10,952 5,029 5,812 838 2,389 

AGGLOMERATION TOTALS 

GZM 1,218 1,990,750 2,050.36  -4,31 14,8 551,644 252,226 323,810   

GZM + 4 1,384 2,161,686 1,889.72 -3.07 15,16 592,506 271,688 344,963   
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reasons. In terms of population we see a recognizable ranking of cities ranging from Katowice on the 
top, followed by a group of 8 cities between 100,000 and 300,000 all the way down to small Czeladź. As 
densities go in function of the area, and the areas of the powiats are very diverse, we can only suggest that 
generally, and for a conurbation, they are in average high, especially in the central cities of the GZM, that 
have medium to small surface areas. The average of almost 2,000 inh/km² can be considered very high 
for Poland and an important characteristic of the GZM. A very noticeable piece of data found is the negative 
net migration. At -3.07 per 1000 inhabitants, it represents a clear decline in population, a proof of the 
poor attractiveness of the region and one of the focal problems for the Silesian authorities (2). The 
unemployment shows a very diverse panorama across the cities of the Union. However, it appears to be 
quite higher in the cities that were born or grew with the steelworks and the heavy industry, which are 
located in the center of the agglomeration –Świętochłowice tops the list with 21,2%, with Chorzów, 
Siemianowice Śląskie and Zabrze close behind- while the lowest unemployment is found in the cities with 
newer industry and services: Katowice, Tychy and Gliwice. The column of employed population is 
interesting for our exercise, as it shows us three nodes with highly concentrated employment –the capital 
Katowice, Gliwice and Sosnowiec, followed by a second moderate group of Zabrze, Bytom, Ruda 
Śląska, Tychy and Dąbrowa Górnicza. In a polycentric metropolis such arrangement of 2 or 3 employment 
concentrations is very usual, and Katowice clearly stands out as the First City of the agglomeration, 
while Gliwice acts as a geographical counterweight in the western edge. Moreover, when we combine the 
unemployment data of the cities with the number of jobs, we have support to argue that there is an 
attraction of population to these three ‘employment nodes’ from the surrounding cities, which suggests 
commuter flows along the transport links.  

 

 

Unfortunately, no data was available for commuting within the agglomeration, but the functional flows are 
evident in the location of the industry, the transport terminals, the International Airport and the main 
educational centers. The employment by sector gives us important data too: Upper Silesia is still highly 
dependant on the traditional industry and manufacturing economy. We see an even distribution of 
employment between industries and services, and there seems to be no relation between the bigger sector 
and the level of employment in a given city. However, the services seem to be highly concentrated in the 
employment nodes, Katowice, Sosnowiec and Gliwice. The concentration of firms supports this tendency, 

11-Population density in the GZM. A combination of small surface area and high population make spatial planning in 
these powiats a real challenge. It also represents a big opportunity from the point of view of labour and consumer 
markets. Swietochlowice has the most density with more than 4,000 inh/km². 
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with the higher rates of services companies in these three nodes, while the industrial firms seem to be 
more relative to the area of a given city, except in the concentrations in Katowice and Sosnowiec. 

 

 

 

 

 

12-Employment distribution in the GZM. In this map we can observe two trends: the growing of the service sector, while the 
industrial still maintains an important share; and the overwhelming allocation of jobs in Katowice-Gliwice-Sosnowiec. These three 
cities form nodes of attraction for the whole agglomeration, while maintaining themselves self-sufficient in some degree. 

13-Morphological Polycentricity in the GZM. While Katowice figures at the center of the agglomeration, acting as hub and attractor 
of activities, other urban centres with balanced population are evenly spreaded. Width of the links represents 
functional/infrastructure connections. We can argue that the GZM has both characteristics of sprawl and polycentric urban regions. 
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The conclusions we can draw from this polycentricity study of the GZM are: 

 

• The population is evenly distributed, with a clear city ranking dominated by Katowice. 

• Katowice also represents the biggest labour market, attracting population from all over the 
GZM. 

• The service sector is growing but industry is still vital for the region. 

• The GZM presents a central area of urban and industrial sprawl, and periphery areas that are 
more polycentric. 

• Upper Silesia, with the adequate spatial policies, could develop into a truly polycentric region, 
with specialized clusters in every urban centre, benefiting the metropolis. 

 

 

14- Ranking/Population diagram. These diagrams are used to measure polycentricity by population distribution in a region. Normally, a 
polycentric arrangement would result in a convex curve. Monocentric regions present a concave curve because of the dominance of the 
First City. In the case of the GZM we see Katowice notably higher but then an almost diagonal distribution of the rest of the cities. 
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2.2 - The Spatial Development Plan of Silesia 

The main objective of the thesis, as commented before, was to perform an urban study of the current 
status of the GZM agglomeration but more importantly, to research the Spatial Development Plan, which is 
of focal interest for this master. In the chapter about the GZM I told how this political body has only started 
its functions and still lacks formal Plan documents. These plans should define the development, spatial and 
urban policies for the agglomeration as a whole; however, I had access to the Silesia Voivodship integral 
plans, which are the basis both for the GZM plans and for this assessment. Precedent to these plans I 
found also: 

• ‘Functional concept of the Upper Silesia Agglomeration’(2000) by Michał Dołhun and a 
team of experts, for the EU.  

• ESDP and the Territorial Agenda, documents that, albeit not binding, provided a directive, that 
in some cases permeated to all the planning levels, especially in what refers to polycentricity. 

The Development Plan of the Silesia Voivodship was approved on July, 2005, after a revision of the original 
Plan from 2000. According to the document, it “presents a long-term conception of development 
oriented to solving key problems and making use of emerging opportunities” (2). The Spatial 
Development Plan of Silesia was created by the self-government of the Voivodship and passed in the 
Parliament (Sejm) in June 2004. According to the document, it was created with basis on the National 
Spatial Planning and Development Act of 2003, and “indicates objectives, directions, and activities 
related to the spatial development of the Voivodship… it also indicates exemplary and specific 
tasks, proposed for implementation…” (3). It is important to note that although both plans have their 
own vision and objective, the Spatial Plan was modelled AFTER the Development Plan, so that policies 
comply with each other. A resume of the goals of the Development Plan is given here, while a summary of 
all the parts of the Spatial Plan, with the most important graphs and maps is condensed next. 

SILESIA DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY 2000-2020 

The Development Strategy is based on an analysis of strenghts, weaknesses, opportunities and threats 
observed by collecting data of the Voivodship. The division into fields made it easier to locate priorities and 
propose strategies for the most demanding problems. Note that some of these strategies are intended to 
be pursued by spatial policies. The strategic priorities are as follows: 

-SOCIAL FIELDS 

Raising the inhabitant’s education level and their ability to adapt to social and economic changes in 
the sense of social and public security. 

-ECONOMIC FIELDS 

Increasing the innovativeness and competitiveness of the economy. 

-ENVIRONMENTAL FIELDS 

Improvement of the natural and cultural environment quality and better attractiveness of the 
space. 

-INFRASTRUCTURE FIELDS 

Development and upgrading of the technical infrastructure systems. (2) 
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15-Summary of the Silesia Development Strategy 2000-2020. Taken from the document. 
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The Plan also includes strategies as for the process of implementation of the strategy, through operational 
programmes, and a system of monitoring, evaluation and reporting of the actions taken. By reviewing the 
summary of the Development Strategies, we can assume that the focus, while spanning different 
development areas, is principally on restructuring the economy of Silesia. While social improvements 
are being proposed, we see special attention to education, whereas the environmental goals are 
strategically oriented at “improving the attractiveness” of the region. The infrastructure, while supporting 
many sectors, also can be considered directly related to the economic activity. Another highlight is the 
treatment of intra-regional and cross-border cooperation as a horizontal strategy spanning all other sectors.  

 

THE SPATIAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN OF THE SILESIA VOIVODSHIP 

The information that will be included in this section comes from the Summary of the Spatial Development 
Plan of Silesia in English, while some complementary data and maps are taken from the original document 
in Polish. The intention is that the reader gets a complete overview of the contents of the Plan without 
overloading this thesis document. Wherever possible, the data is accompanied by comments and 
annotation. As stated before, the Spatial Development Plan (SDP) puts forward strategies, directives and 
occasionally concrete actions, according to the authors, “in a pragmatic and realistic” way. The overall 
vision of the SDP is: 

The renewal of the Silesia Voivodship, as well as reinvigorating of the 
innovative spirit, of which Upper Silesia prided itself on at the beginning of the 
industrial era. 

The focus of the document, in its introductory parts, is on achieving the transistion from industrial to 
post-industrial, “ensued from the globalisation and metropolisation of the world economy”, and the 
promotion of metropolitan areas. 

The planning process was subject to the participation of several authorities and regional instances, and 
drafted by the Voivodship Commission for Architecture and Urban Planning and regional Spatial Planning 
offices. The scheme of the drafting process is presented here. According to it, there is a strong presence of 

participation from non-planning 
sources like external institutions and 
interest groups. In terms of structure, 
the SDP is divided into three sections:  

-Textual 

• Diagnosis of the current state 

• Plan arrangements –
objectives and tasks 

• Ways of execution 
(implementation) 

• Plan monitoring 

 

 

16-Planning process in Spatial Development policies for Silesia. 
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-Graphical 

• Current state of development 

• Directions of Spatial Policy 

• Tasks and investments of public utility of supra-local importance 

-Annexes 

The SDP, thus, appears to be to some degree an evidence-based strategy. The diagnosis of the current 
development state stems in part from the Development Strategy (DS) and from its own reaserch data, and 
also as the DS, presents areas of priority, in this case of spatial development. These are: 

• The decline in population, considered to be of a high rate, (see the GZM basic 
data) and threatening with socio-economic problems, and attributed to the 
unattractiveness of the region, the low quality of housing and the degradation of the 
urban area and landscape. 

• The role of the Silesian metropolises is hindered by the low standards of the existing 
infrastructure, especially when linking to other agglomerations; also, the scattered 
population pattern in most cases make the providing of this infrastructure costly and 
unefficient. 

• Cultural changes causing degradation to the environment, and the alternative of 
renovating urban structures, specially of old industrial areas in decline. 

Although many other factors were found to be important for the future development of the Voividship, 
these received immediate attention, and were used to draw the objectives of the Plan Arrangements. These 
arrangements include a vision, basic guidelines and objectives/directions of action. 

-Vision of the future of the Silesian space: implementation of the policies of the SDP should lead to: 

• High and stable competitiveness of Silesia Voivodship; one of the key centers of 
growth for Poland in the 21st century and a major attractive region in Central Europe. 

• An image of Silesia as possessing spatial conditions of sustainable development, 
justice, effectiveness and safety. 

• Development of the space with high architectural and landscape aesthetic values, 
founded in the natural and cultural heritage. 

The vision seems well aimed in the sense that it does represent one of the biggest generators of growth in 
Poland. However, its status as a major center in Europe is still a long way off, specially when considering 
that several other growing regions are located in its vicinity; nevertheless, as a long-term vision it proposes 
a very valuable direction in which to head. Attempting to achieve an image of sustainability and with high 
aesthetic values are actually two of the areas with most need of improvement in Upper Silesia. 

The spatial development model of Silesia, considered fit for realizing the vision is that of “moderate and 
polycentric concentration of settlement”. It includes: 

• Four metropolitan areas (as proposed by the DS) under the policy of development: the Central 
Silesian agglomeration (GZM plus surrounding urban powiats), Częstochowa, Rybnik and Bielsko-
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Biała. These conform what is called the Silesian Consolidated Metropolitan Area, with not 
very clear functional links and occupying virtually all the voivodship territory. This consolidated 
Metro Area is also linked to the Kraków agglomeration to form what the authors called the ‘Silesian-
Cracovian Europolis’, a term used for what can be considered the ‘megapolis’ level of polycentricity, 
which also extends into the Ostrava region of the Czech Republic. 

 

 

• Strips of development –settlement and infrastructure- along major transportation links, ideally 
served by motorway and railway, with growth and environmentally-friendly characteristics. 

• Multifunctional areas of housing in rural zones, creating development nodes distributed across 
the Consolidated Metropolitan Area, aimed at promoting growth in agricultural regions and 
reducing the disparities with the urban agglomerations. 

We can recognize in this vision some of the principles of the Polycentric Metropolis, along with these 
multifunctional areas that respond rather to the local nature of the Polish space: there is still a great 
proportion of agricultural lands combined with small settlements. The principles on which the SDP Plan 
Arrangements are drawn –consistent with the Polish law on spatial planning- confirm this fact. They are as 
follow: 

-Principle of Sustained Development: referres to the balance between social, economic and 
environmental areas of development. As sub-principles we find: 

-Principle of balanced Polycentric spatial system: understood as avoiding excessive 
centralisation/marginalisation of activities. 

-Principle of effective network of infrastructure: environmentally friendly and cooperative with other 
areas of development. 

-Principle of promoting values of rational spatial management: including architectural/aesthetic 
values, environment protection, cultural heritage, health and safety, accessibility for the disabled, property 
rights and others. 

The objectives, the main part of the Plan Arrangements, are expressively related to the priorities in the 
Development Strategy of Silesia, and translated into the field of spatial planning. This is the part where a 

 17-Polycentricity in the Silesia Voivodship. 4 metropolitan areas conform a Consolidated Silesian Metro, closely linked to the Krakow Metro. 
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closer connection between the two documents is clear and a consensus between spatial and socio-
economic policies concretely supported. 

General Objective: To develop a harmonious spatial structure of the Silesia Voivodship 
with an aim on balanced growth. 

The complete objective and actions list, with full sized maps,  can be found in the Annexes of the thesis. 

Objective I – To invigorate and re-estructure the Voivodship space: an objective aimed at reinforcing the 
economic growth and the competitiveness. 

1. Creation of spatial conditions for the development of entrepreneurship, innovation and technology 
transfer. 

2. Development and re-estructuration of selected fields of public services. 

3. Improving public safety. 

4. Creation of an integrated tourism product. 

5. Development of technical and transportation infrastructure. 

6. Increasing the potential of marginalised areas. 

 
18-General concept of the Spatial Plan of Silesia. 
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Objective II – To strengthen functions of settlement network centers: the goal is to counteract the 
suburbanisation process, increase settlement density and ideally, the attractiveness of the metropolises. 

1. Promote high density towns making effective use of the area. 

2. Shaping spatial structures favorable to non-car transportation. 

3. Developing of metropolitan functions. 

4. Revitalisation of urban districts. 

 
19-Objective 1 Plan, which recognizes the 4 metropolitan areas of Silesia and their direction of development 
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Objective III – To protect the natural resources, strengthen the system of protected areas and 
multifunctional development of open areas: this objective is directly related to improving the quality of life 
of the inhabitants and the competitiveness. 

1. Protection of natural resources. 

2. Rational use of environmental merit for tourism. 

3. Transforming areas of intensive agriculture. 

4. Building up economic strenght in weak rural areas. 

 
20-Map showing the priority and protected natural areas in the Voivodship. 
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Objective IV – To develop supra-local systems of infrastructure: an objective with several aims, like 
improving the state of the technical and transportation infrastructure, its safety and its potential to enhance 
the competitiveness of the regions in the European level, being a crossroad of European TEN axis. 

1. Supporting the development of transportation infrastructure. 

2. Developing public transport. 

3. Development of integrated systems of combined transport. 

4. Development of technical infrastructure. 

 

21-Map presenting the most important infrastructure developments for the Voivodship. 
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Objective V – To stimulate innovation in a regional system of spatial management: refers mainly to the 
spatial order and the metropolisation of the voivodship. 

1. Promotion and development of metropolitan areas. 

2. Promoting innovative instruments of spatial management. 

 

 

 

 

22-Metropolitan influence areas of Silesia. Note that the central area corresponds to a bigger territory than 
the GZM. 
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Objective VI – To promote interregional cooperation in spatial planning: the goal of this objective is 
reducing the conflicts and problems that can arise from spatial policies in border areas with other 
voivodships and the national border. 

1. Development of cross-border cooperation. 

2. Development of interregional cooperation in the territory of the macro-region. 

3. Develop supra-national cooperation. 

The set of objectives summarized here with some of the actions proposed by the SDP mirrors the priorities 
identified in both documents’ diganosis of the state of development of the Voivodship. However, as will be 
analysed later, it is my feeling that the orientation towards economic development is remarkable, which 
I consider natural, since the main objectives of the Development Plans place the transformation of the 
economy as the detonant for the rest of the social and environmental policies. How this orientation can 
affect the livability of Upper Silesia, will be described in the assessment. The third part of the SDP precises 
the ways of execution or implementation of the directives and activities proposed. The Plan does not 
specify any sources for the funding of the activities enlisted, rather recognizing that they can proceed from 
diverse instances like the EU. An advantage of the Plan, according to the authors, is the correspondence 
between it and the Develompent Strategy, and also with the National Development Plan, which makes the 
funding for individual projects easier to negotiate. 

There is an ‘open’ list of more than 300 tasks and investments of public utility in the SDP, list that 
can be modified and enlarged with other activities of supra-local importance, when approved by the 
Parliament of Poland or by regional authorities. The map included here shows just a group of the most 
important projects underway in the voivodship, most of them in the area of influence of the GZM. Some of 
these projects are: 

• The A1 Motorway construction (Part of the Gdańsk-Vienna TEN axis, of European importance) 

• Construction of the A4 Motorway (Berlin-Kyiv TEN axis, of European importance, completed) 

• S1, S11, S69 and S78 expressways construction (Regional importance) 

• Construction or reconstruction of voivodship and national roads 933, 78, 46 and 52 

• Construction of the DTS (Drogowa Trasa Średnicowa –Highway Through Route, connecting Dąbrowa Górnicza 
through Katowice to Gliwice, the whole span of the GZM. 

• Modernisation of tram lines (Inside the GZM, including Katowice-Bytom) 

• Modernisation of railway lines  (Including Warsaw-Katowice-Vienna) 

• Extension of the Katowice-Pyrzowice International Airport 

• Construction of logistics centers 

• Modernisation of the Gliwice Canal 

• Construction of the Oder-Danube Canal 

• Construction of water reservoirs at Kufnica and Racibórz 

• Constructionf of high-pressure gaslines and fuel pipelines 

• Construction of the Silesian Museum and the Silesian Botanical Garden 
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• Reconstruction of the Silesian Stadium 

• Modernisation of the Spodek Sports and Show Hall 

• Creation of the Silesian Regional Education Centre 

• Modernisation of the Voivodship Culture and Leisure Park in Chorzów 

• Construction of regional facilities of waste management 

 
23-Map summarizing the priority spatial development projects –some are underway or finished- of Silesia. 
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The last part of the SDP is a concept for the comprehensive Monitoring and evaluation for the progress of 
the region. This concept is a set of indicators to analyse the “quantitative and qualitative changes taking 
place in the socio-economic and spatial spheres.”. The objective, according to the document, is to be able 
to perform successive diagnosis of the state of Silesia and propose the modifications of the strategies or 
new tasks and projects to be carried out. The next chapter is dedicated to the overview of a case study of 
the re-development tasks set in Upper Silesia, in the framework of the Spatial Development Plan, the Silesia 
Development Strategy and the Katowice 2020 City Development Strategy. 
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2.3 - Case study: the re-development of the Katowice city center 

This section of the thesis is dedicated to an example of both strategic planning in Upper Silesia and the SDP 
I have discussed in the previous chapter. This short case study will serve as an example of the use of 
architectural and planning projects for the pursuit of the objective of attractiveness. 

The official name of the project is the ‘Re-development of the City Centre in Katowice’, and is the winner 
amongst many other projects that participated in a design contest organized by the city of Katowice. The 
reason for such a contest was, quoting the organizers, that “the current city centre does not satisfy 
the needs of both inhabitants and investors” (4). And being realistic, the current downtown Katowice 
looks far from a capital of a European Metropolis. Divided by heavy-trafficked avenues, with its old Main 
Square reduced and sectioned, and no recognizable ‘centre’, or ‘node’, except for the modernist Spodek 
Hall at the end of the main Korfantego Avenue. The lack of order, the continuous construction works and 
the degradation of Katowice’s inner district have become factors for the low attractiveness of the place, 
even as demand for office floor in the area is increasing. Mr. Piotr Uszok, mayor of Katowice, says in a 
pamphlet for the design contest: “Through the city centre modernisation we would like to increase 
the development potential of both the city and the region… the project will change the centre of 
Katowice into a modern area, where people will spend their free time, live and work with pleasure” (5). 

 

 

And indeed the winning proposal of the contest, prepared by Konior Studio -architectural firm from 
Katowice- supposes a total change in the the heart of the city. The project includes a new skyscraper 
tower, a business center, shopping mall, a music theatre, a new City Hall in a re-designed Main Square, 
new structures for the regional and local bus stations, a sports complex, and plenty of pedestrian area and 
public space. In the words of Tomasz Konior, head of the studio: “The city centre will be functional 
and friendly in order to invite inhabitants to live there, and the investors to participate in the 
metropolis development” (4). This point of view, using design and planning to generate at the same 
time a meaningful place, a new image, attractiveness, investments and –hopefully- a better urban quality 
for Katowice, seems to be reinforced by the city’s Development Strategy Katowice 2020, a document that 
establlishes ‘City Centre’ as its 3rd strategic priority: “the balanced attractiveness for inhabitants of 
the city and external users”, using as tools, a “new town planning, architectural projects, renovation of 
existing buildings, a people-friendly public area and good transport access” (6). 

24-Panoramic perspective of Konior Studio’s project for the city centre of Katowice. It runs parallel to Korfantego Avenue, from the Rynek 
(Main Square) at the left, to the Rondo of Art to the right. 
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However there are some points that 
call the attention about such project. 
From the investments’ point of view it 
is truly positive, and the image of the 
city would be greatly benefited with 
the re-development. The status as 
‘capital’ of the biggest metropolis 
forming in Poland would be 
reinforced. But nothing much is said 
about the other city centres of the 
agglomeration, how they would be 
affected by the sudden improvement 
of just the central area, when very 
close by, in the peripheries of 
Sosnowiec, Chorzów and 
Siemianowice Śląskie the degradation 
of some neighborhoods is quite 

serious. Indeed, much of the criticism against the project is on the basis that as it enhances Katowice’s 
position as center of the metropolis, it doesn’t contemplate its relationship with the rest of the 
agglomeration. Of course, it can be argued that each of the cities with powiat status has responsibility for 
the development of their urban cores, but where then is the project of the metropolis? Also notable for me 
is that the project, notwithstanding its relevance and size, makes no mention of impact assessments, 
which in this case could not be reduced to the environment, but also to the cultural heritage of the city 
centre –it does have artistic and architectural values- and to the social cohesion of the city. If we should 
make a test about the Re-development project and how it affects the livability of the city, some of the 
assumptions we could make are: the project DOES mark Katowice as a First City, and most surely will 
attract investment and highly specialized business, but it wouldn’t help the polycentric strategy unless 
similar efforts were promoted in the rest of the agglomeration; some other comments about the 
livability of the project: 

  POSITIVE           NEGATIVE 

-Renovation of the economy   -No decentralization of functions 
-Potential for ‘innovation milieu’   -Competitive pressure on other cities 
-Multifunctionality of public space  -Disruption of existing transport lines 
-Attractiveness of the area   -Long period of construction in a big zone 
-Creation of new infrastructure   -No mention of alternatives 
 

 

In conclusion, making this valuation of the project a priori, the impact on different aspects of livability and 
urban quality is highly contrasting. While it is so with most individual projects, where priorities must be 
decided and some factors sacrified for others, I believe that, citing Tibbalds again, the metropolis must be 
understood “as a whole”, and if Katowice wants to develop truly as the capital of this metropolis, then, in 
my opinion, should be a bit more ambitious and offer a coordinated solution with the other cities for the re-
development of all the urban centres that require it. 

25-Model in 3D: Aerial view of the new City Centre in Katowice. 
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26-Master Plan of the City Centre re-development project. Here we can see modifications done to several existing buildings in the downtown area, the 
renovation of the Rynek, new bus stations and business and recreational facilities. It is notable that few new green areas are visible in the project. 
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2.4 - Assessment of the Upper Silesia development plans 

Having completed a theoretical framework for the ‘livable metropolis’, in this section an attempt will be 
made to grade the Spatial Development Plan of Silesia according to its values. During the study of the SDP, 
however, I have found several concepts not previously included in the theoretical set and that might affect 
the quality of life of the metropolis. Some considerations should be taken into account about this 
assessment:  

1. the set of principles for the livable metropolis is limited and reflects a point of view of livability 
supported by theory. 

2. The documents studied in this research correspond to development and spatial strategies of the 
whole Voivodship, since documents specific for the GZM agglomeration are not yet available. 

3. Finally, I would like to make clear that the assessment will not be guided by a scientific 
methodology, which is based on quantitative data; I believe a qualitative analysis would yield better 
conclusions at the end of the test. The overall objective of the assessment is to find just 
how close are the Silesia Development Plans to the principles of livability. 

The assessment will be performed by sets of the livability checklist, where each principle will be graded 
with the following scale: 

• 1 – The principle is a priority in the SDP 
• 2 – The principle is purposedly mentioned in the SDP 
• 3 – The principle is present in the SDP 
• 4 – The principle is indirectly addressed in the SDP by other principles/actions 
• 5 – The principle is not found in the SDP  
• N/A – The principle does not apply to the GZM 
 

A comment will be given at the end of each set, clarifying the findings in them and trying to give an 
explanation for the grade given. The next chatper will sum up the conclusions of the study and attempt to 
give a response for each of the thesis questions.  

SDP – Spatial Development Plan of Silesia; DS – Development Strategy of Silesia; KTW – Katowice City Development 
Strategy. 

 A – POLYCENTRIC METROPOLITAN PRINCIPLES          GRADE 

• Definition of metropolitan area by flows     2    
• Detection of nodes and hubs of the space of flows    3 
• Connectivity with the Global Network     1 
• Connectivity with the region       1 
• Localization of the concentrations of firms     4   
• Identification of ‘First Cities’ as knowledge gateways    5 

2.6 - Fair 

The grade obtained in this set is just about average, but easily explainable. Both the SDP and the DS define 
the metropolitan areas of the voivodship as “functionally linked agglomeration of cities, and their 
surroundings” (2)(3). Although not specifying the flows concepts, it is implied that it’s not only the physical 
space connecting them. The nodes and hubs are being recognized; a local-scale document would be 
necessary to specify these relationships within the cities, but the concept can be considered present. The 
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connectivity in a broader scale is recognizable in the ‘Consolidated Metropolitan Area’ vision, and in the 
Silesian-Cracovian ‘europolis’. There is the aim of making Upper Silesia significant in the “European context” 
but how about the global context? It seems that the highest goal of the GZM would be to become the 9th 
metropolitan area of Europe, when there is potential for it to become one of the European gateway 
metropolises to the Global Network. The connective links to the meso-region and the local region are 
clearly specified and also part of the priorities of the spatial policy. As for the firms(APS) being concentrated 
by policy, there is no mention in the SDP. The document specify as directives of action the creation of 
innovative clusters, but not in any given city of the voivodship. In the region there exist many areas with 
locational advantages to foster such centres. Finally, I found no mention of the first cities acting as 
gateways to other networks. I believe this is due to the fact that Katowice is widely accepted –and 
expected- to fill the majority of the metropolitan functions, when this is not necessarily a must. We find, 
for example, that Sosnowiec and Gliwice also have potential and characteristics to be leading nodes of 
education, while Tychy is well placed to be a gateway of technology firms. In general, I could argue that 
the SDP is well aware of the characteristics of polycentric development in its different levels, and has 
adopted its principles in harmony with those of the European Union. The fulfillment of a real polycentric 
structure concentrated in high density, urban quality and decentralization of functions would clearly have a 
positive impact in the future development of the agglomeration. 

 

 B – ECONOMIC PRINCIPLES            GRADE     

• Promotion of clusters       2 
• Decentralization of specialized clusters     5 
• Modernization of traditional industries     2 
• Promotion of the service and APS sectors     3 
• Promotion of the innovation milieux (R&D, technopoles),  

competitive and cooperative      1 
• Cities are focused on cooperation, not competition    2 
• Protection of historic, market-created city-centre clusters   4 
• Proper marketing of the metropolitan region and its possibilities  5 
• Attention to cross-border cooperation     1 
• Importance of face-to-face contact      5 
• Improvement of telecomunnication systems in the metropolitan region  2 
• City ‘buzz’ important for firm location     3 
• First Cities recognized as regional ‘hubs’, or meeting places   5 
• Allocation of decentralized office space, to regional urban centres  5 
• Attraction of foreign investments and promotion of the Special    1 

Economic Zone 
 
         3.7 - Low 

 

The low grading in economic activities related to livability can be explained by the fact that both the SDP 
and the DS have very clear restructuring priorities, and I see a very stark division between these 
priorities and the rest of the policies. Clusters are not promoted clearly as a spatial policy, but “spatial 
conditions for the development of innovative entrepreneurship” (3) might be stated as this. Particularly, the 
strategic economic objectives of the SD all promote the fostering of cluster areas, under the concept of 
‘restructuring the economy’. Nothing is said of the location, centralized/ decentralized of these clusters, 
although under Objective 1 of the SDP there are 4 Areas of Economic Activation, one of them covering the 
whole GZM. Updating of the traditional industry and impulse of the APS are more specified in the DS, which 
calls for “increasing the competitiveness and innovativeness of the economy”. The SDP proposes the 
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creation of elements that constitute Castells’ technopoles, but again, no preferent locations are given. 
Cooperation is promoted by way of intra-regional and cross-border cooperation. No policy is mentioned for 
the preserving of existing economic hubs, but it can be expected that these current ‘motors’ of the regional 
economy will be protected in the process of renovation. Principles not mentioned at all, like a marketing 
strategy for the region, the proximity of valuable enterprises and strategies for allocating economic 
activities in the peripheries lead to think that planners in Silesia expect a ‘safe’ renovation of the economy 
and then of more advanced aspects of the post-industrial environment. All the rest of the principles are 
adequately present, with special attention to cross-border cooperation and making the region investment-
friendly. 

 

 C – SOCIAL PRINCIPLES             GRADE 

• Equity of access to services and infrastructure     3 
• Modernization and creation of affordable, quality housing    1 
• Attractiveness of the city cores for high-skilled labour     3 
• Improvement of access to quality healthcare      2 
• Improvement of a healthy environment      3 
• Access to physical health infrastructure – promotion of healthy lifestyles   2 
• Quality of life as independent from economic status     4 
• Egalitarian access to information technologies     4 
• Creation of ‘complete communities’       2 
• Improvement of the education system and of educational facilities   1 
• Strenghtening the sense of identity and place      4 
• No segmentation or exclusion of population – preventing gentrification  

and ghetto-ization        3 
• A just and equal immigration policy       5 

2.9 - Fair 

Social principles related to livability appear as high concern for the SDP and the DS, specially in two 
sectors: the improvement of education systems and facilities and the regeneration of housing 
quality. This last policy spans many areas of the spatial plan, ranging from human-scaled housing to 
architectural values and a re-estructure of urban areas for better living conditions. Apparently, the decline 
of population in Upper Silesia is majorly attributed to the low attractiveness of housing and public areas. 
Quality of life, as a concept, is not mentioned in neither of the Plans, but it represents a goal of the 
Katowice Development Strategy, and so present in the spatial policies of the GZM. The principles about 
equality are mostly for ‘marginalised’ areas of the voivodship; nothing else is mentioned about equal access 
to infrastructure or disabled people, but can be inferred from the ‘improvement of communications, 
transport and technical infrastructure’ chapter. However, the prevention of gentrification and social 
exclusion should be given more importance, for in several areas of the GZM there are examples of decaying 
housing estates inhabited by poor sectors of the population, and homeless people. We can conclude that 
social issues are well prioritized in the spatial strategy, with the equality issues not being importantly 
addressed. Note also that immigration policies are not mentioned in either of the documents consulted. 
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 D – ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY PRINCIPLES         GRADE 

• Protection of the ‘green hearts’       1 
• Establishment of SEA and EIAs for new development projects    4 
• Accessibility and infrastructure for green areas and parks    3 
• Protection and monitoring of the agricultural land     1 
• Improvement in water systems (supply, sewage, treatment,  

pollution of water bodies)        2 
• Improvement of air quality        2 
• Environmentally-friendly waste management systems      2 
• Definition and protection of natural areas      2 
• Integration of green space and built space      2 
• Protection policies for natural assets – land, flora and fauna    2 

 
2.1 – Good 
 

Environmental management represents a whole objective area for the SDP –protection of natural 
resources-, but the different spheres of action between documents are noticeable: the DS puts attention to 
the arrangement of the metropolitan structures and the control of the pollution, while the SDP 
has more emphasis on actual green areas, natural reserves and the agricultural landscape of the 
voivodship. Combining both Plans a relative complete environmental programme seems to be the result;  
however there is an interesting issue about impact assessment: while the SDP states that there must be 
“promoting and monitoring compliance with environmental quality standards” (3), there is no mention in 
any document about Strategic Environmental Assessment or Environmental Impact Assessment 
for spatial policies or projects. In Poland, the European Union’s directive on EIA is applied, as stated in the 
Environmental Protection Law (8); the directive only orders an EIA to be performed on big-scale projects 
contained in the so-called Group I, which includes motorway and road construction, oil, chemical and 
nuclear facilities and others, while the rest of the projects are left for the Member States to decide whether 
an EIA is necessary or not (9). It is my belief that by ‘promoting’ the compliance with environmental 
standards but not adopting impact studies as a stronger policy, an opportunity to improve the ecologic 
influence of the spatial projects is being lost. The environmental objectives of the SDP appear balanced and 
inclusive, however, there seem to be some conflicts regarding the actual application of some of these 
policies; as example we can cite Piotr Popiel of the GZM, commenting the project to build solid waste 
incineration facilities to comply with the EU, when the spatial directives recommend otherwise (10). 
 
 
 

 E – SPATIAL PRINCIPLES             GRADE 

• Regeneration of the public realm and public spaces     2 
• Regeneration and redevelopment of the inner cities     1 
• Relocation of development in degraded industrial areas     2 
• Mix of land-use to promote closeness between job-housing- 

shopping areas         3 
• Establishment of green buffer areas between urban centres and    4 

industrial zones 
• A network of meaningful public places      3 
• Priority to aesthetics, beautiful and meaningful spaces    2 
• Valorization and conservation of good modernist design    5 
• Avoiding of urban sprawl – protection of rural hinterland in the  

metropolitan region         2 
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• Promoting high-density developments with good connection and public spaces  1 
• Achievement of a compact metropolitan region     1 
• Establishmet of a Growth Concentration Area, attracting population and employment 4 

2.5 – Fair 

The high grades in spatial principles can be attributed to a very complete and specific emphasis in the SDP 
for ‘metropolisation’ of the voivodship space. The objectives for multifunctional, high-quality housing 
and public space cover almost all of the principles in this set; there are signs of a good commitment for 
restoration of the numerous post-industrial areas disseminated everywhere in Upper Silesia, and although it 
is not specifically mentioned, of turning new development to the inner cities, following the example of 
Western European metropolises developing in the most degraded industrial zones, like harbours and old 
factories. However, there is no mention of protecting meaningful modernist developments or the creation 
of buffer zones in the agglomerations, which have proved to be very important in these kinds of 
metropolises, where housing and commercial areas share the space with traditional industry. 

 

 F – INFRASTRUCTURE PRINCIPLES            GRADE 

• High investment in improved/new infrastructure     2 
• Priority in regional transportation links (Motorway and fast rail travel)   1 
• Multimodality of transportation between the cities/nodes    3 
• Integration to the Trans-European Networks      1 
• Easy and direct access to regional and international airports    2 
• Infrastructure for pedestrians/cyclists      4 
• Improvement and efficiency of energy supply systems     2 
• Car transport is accommodated in the city, but other transport options    

are promoted          3 
• Integration of the transport system – one ticket multimodal transport   3 

• Development of IT and telecommunication networks     2 

2.3 – Good 

The principles pertaining the development of technical infrastructure are another prioritized area of the 
SDP. Investment in transportation and public construction is evident throughout the GZM, and integration 
with the European TEN system is well underway. The promotion of public transport also enjoys an 
important place in planning, but alternative transport like cycling and walking are not mentioned, only 
inferred from the environmental goals fo the SDP. While Silesia claims to have the most developed urban 
transport system of Poland, it is clear that many deficiencies must be solved by updating of technology and 
by integration of the diverse modes of transport in the metropolis, in special the highly potential 
bus/tram combination. Car transit already represents a challenge for Upper Silesia, and while new 
expressways are included in the plans, a need for parking infrastructure and better pedestrian-transit 
systems is evident. The DS also provides an objective for better IT-telecomm infrastructure, while the 
SDP expands the focus of these principles by including water treatment, sewage and waste 
management development. 
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 G – CULTURAL & RECREATIONAL PRINCIPLES          GRADE 

• Valorizing the natural and cultural heritage      3 
• Protection of places and objects of historic or architectural importance   4 
• Access to cultural events throughout the metropolitan region    5 
• Participation in public culture expressions      5 
• Equity and affordability in access to entertainment and cultural venues   4 
• Inclusion of art as part of public places      5 
• High-profile, massive cultural/sports/entertainment facilities decentralized  

to the region          4 
• Promotion of festivals and expos       5 
• Creation, improvement, promotion and management of regional touristic  

attractions          2 
• Promotion of the hospitality sector – hotels, restaurants, bars, cafes, discos   3 

4.0 - Bad 

This unexpected low grade in culture and recreation could be explained by the factor mentioned in the SDP 
summary: socio-economic policies still appear to have more priority than cultural aspects. While natural 
environment has sufficient attention in the spatial policy, the built, cultural and historic heritage are 
barely mentioned. The focus is rather towards creating attractiveness and infrastructure for an 
“integrated touristic product” to offer to the public. However, high as the touristic potential of Upper 
Silesia may be, its current state offers few attractions and touristic value to make the sector flourish. In my 
opinion, a lot of resources should be placed in rescuing the historical assets of the metropolis, in developing 
new attractions taking advantage of the historic values (like the Silesian Museum being designed in an 
old mining site), and promoting cultural activities of international projection, specially of the concert/festival 
kind, so successful in other post-industrial areas of Europe. 

 

 H – GOVERNANCE & PLANNING PRINCIPLES          GRADE 

• Coordination between policy areas (integral planning)     1 
• Public consulting, participation and dialogue in planning    1 
• Policies should take into account all the functional linkages  

of the region, not only its spaces       2 
• Presence of an urban/rural partnership      4 
• A trans-European risk management (natural disasters)     5 
• Monitoring mechanisms for the Development Plan     1 
• Transfer of common services management to the Union    4 
• Planning resiliency –the ability to adjust and innovate  

long-term planning        2 
 
          2.5 – Fair 
 

In terms of good governance, my impression is that the SDP is, at least conceptually, a very inclusive 
document. As explained in the summary, its planning process has participation as an important pillar and 
in fact the final product, the document itself, reveals a balanced structure between the development 
sectors. The compliance with the Development Strategy and the National Strategy is a great advantage, 
particularly when dealing with funding. Another plus of the SDP is its monitoring system concept, allowing 
for successive revisions and modifications when needed. Nevertheless, I would like to see a clearer and 
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straightforward mechanism for public participation, specially from experts and interest groups, and also 
from the average person, into the spatial policy implementation. The only source of concern here could be 
the fading urban-rural partnership. In general it seems that development is focused in the metropolitan 
areas, while the policies aimed at improvement of rural conditions seem to be more ‘remedial’ than 
proactive. However, rural areas are indeed one of the priorities of the SDP spatial restructuring strategy. 
 

2.5 – Conclusions 

The conclusions of the study bring results beyond the grading of the SDP; findings along the process prove 
also valuable, and even some new questions are raised in the end. I consider the goals of the thesis are 
met in a good measure, although not completely. Firstly I would like to acknowledge the gradual shift of 
the study from analyzing the urban transition in the old industrial sites of cities to having an integral 
approach, influenced by my interest in the quality of life.  

The transformations mentioned at the beginning of the work were better understood and confirmed while 
learning of the effects of globalisation in Upper Silesia. The interest in following the agglomeration’s 
development is shared by an increasing number of institutions and individuals  -proved by the continuous 
workshops and public events taking place- since the formation of the GZM. One of the innovative points in 
the process is, in my opinion, the public interest that seems to be extending through universities and 
communities, all proposing and weighing the multiple options that the development could follow. Matters of 
diversity, density, relationship to the environment, innovativeness and design are layed in the table to be 
openly discussed, which in itself represents an interesting opportunity for a newborn metropolis. The GZM 
as a young institution begins to take the challenges of managing aspects of a true metropolitan region; the 
vision for the future is unclear but positive. What should be the best way to develop Upper Silesia? 
Follow in the footsteps of Western models? Create an own image and an unique character? Allow the public 
and experts to steer the construction of the metropolis? The questions are actually being asked. 

The limitations of attempting to define the new metropolises arise from the apparent fact that the context 
is vital. As I have found, the specific needs of Upper Silesia in terms of space and socio-economic aspects, 
while shared by many other metropolises, add a good measure of uniqueness to the planning. The history, 
population characteristics, composition of the economy and the global influences of a setting result 
stronger than a general policy, no matter how positive the concepts may be. In the Upper Silesia case, 
for example, I found a legitimate impulse to follow EU standards, specially in the field of Territorial Agenda; 
however, a filtering of ‘optimal’ measures is also present in the final plans, in a clear display of 
regionalisation. Upper Silesia, just as most every developing region in the world, attempts to play to its 
strengths and to solve its priorities first, priorities that seem concentrated –for the moment- in restructuring 
the economy. 

The question of whether growth prevails over social, environmental and cultural matters comes to mind. 
For me, any development of the human environment should be centered in the integral development of 
the person. The level of technology and of awareness that we possess today, at least in the ‘Western 
world’, open the possibility for this and it should be taken. Livable cities around the world confirm this 
statement: the balance between person and space can be achieved. The lessons learned from the livability 
exercise are, among others, that a recipe cannot be obtained; the measures taken in the Vancouver 
Region, albeit valuable, also need a revision when applying them in a completely different context. The 
principles for improving the quality of life span through many development areas, and the boundaries are 
everything but clear. However, I do not believe this fact ‘softens’ the concept, for there must be a 
minimum level of conditions to ensure living with health and dignity. Does the planning we design for 
our cities take it into consideration? And a more important question still: Can the livability policies be 
harmonized or is there always something to sacrifice? 
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Overall assessment score:  2.8 – Fair 

 

This is the grading of the Spatial Development Plan of Silesia, according to the livability test. As I pointed 
out at the beginning, the numbers should not be taken with cold precision; the assessment was made on 
terms of inclusion and awareness of the principles. I could argue that most principles in the set were 
in some way covered by the SDP, and being complemented by the DS. This complementarity I understand 
as a very positive feature of the study: it helps avoid conflicts and pursue a common vision between the 
plans. There is a recognition on the part of the authorities of the needs of quality infrastructure and better 
housing conditions, and an improvement of the public urban environment. The low scoring in economic and 
cultural principles I attribute to the management of priorities of a voivodship that seeks to find a new 
structure and a new image, and on what I consider ‘the starting conditions’ of the Upper Silesia 
metropolis. Another strong point I would like to comment is the implementation and follow-up strategies. 
The plans not only mention the priorities to be solved but also provide for course of actions to do it; this is 
vital to bridge the gap often existing between plan and action. In all I judge the Development Plans in 
Silesia to be fairly open, inclusive and with a good orientation towards attractiveness and quality of life in 
the region. The first question of the thesis then can be considered answered by the results of 
the assessment. 

The second question, regarding if the cities of Upper Silesia could conform a metropolis, is in a way more 
complex to resolve. From my point of view, it is indispensable to study the planning documents of the 
agglomeration, for in the documents available, the GZM is treated as one unit of the network, when a 
clearer view inside this unit is necessary to understand the functions between the cities. With the 
information obtained, however, what I see is a somewhat balanced polycentric metropolitan region 
centered in 5 poles in terms of population and in 3 poles in terms of employment. How they are to be 
developed remains to be seen in new planning strategies. I see the possibility to spread new nodes and 
hubs of growth along the territory, and a big potential for inner re-development in all the 14 cities. I also 
see the trend to attempt to modernise Katowice first, making it the ‘attractive centre’ of the 
agglomeration. Perhaps promoting the attractiveness of the other urban centres would lead to a stronger 
region, not so dependant in the capital city. Also, a big advantage of Upper Silesia is being given by its 
location in the European Network. To wrap up: I consider the agglomeration is on its way to 
become a big metropolitan region as long as the polycentricity scheme is respected and 
functions –together with quality urban spaces- not completely concentrated in Katowice. Many 
of the lesser urban centres are in need of re-invigoration and threatened by decline, emigration and 
degradation, and losing importance to the bigger nodes of the GZM. This is where the decisions being 
discussed today become central for the metropolis. No doubt, the process taking place in Upper Silesia will 
remain a focus of research and academic opinion for a long time yet. The Third part of this thesis is 
presented as an annex, composed of urban design proposals that reflect both the considerations on 
livability and urban quality discussed in the study so far. 
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THE SILESIA MEGAPOLIS 

PART THREE – URBAN DESIGN PROPOSALS FOR UPPER SILESIA 

 

 

3.1 - Introduction 

Following the conclusions from the study of the Spatial Development Plan of Silesia, I present some urban 
design proposals that I think would help improve the livability and attractiveness of the emerging 
Metropolis, as well as promoting architectural and functional values not particularly mentioned in the SDP. 

Among these ideas I propose the developing and conservation of intricate, interesting city centers with 
mixed uses and clear, recognizable meeting places, as mentioned by Tibbalds (1), and give back to the 
city its character of wholesome livable place, without elements of exclusion or seclusion, but rather 
elements and infrastructure for the free mobility across the city and the regeneration of the ‘public 
realm’. The second proposal addresses both the global awareness and the regional and local planning 
concepts of respect for the environment and a preference for carbon-emission free public transport. As the 
density of the agglomeration permits it, I think a good way to promote clean locomotion for the citizens of 
the GZM is a network of ‘green paths’, dedicated paved lanes for allowing free transit of pedestrians and 
bicycle riders, connecting the city centers, avoiding dangerous avenue and motorway crossings via tunnels, 
bridges and pedestrian traffic lights, and of enough clarity to make these paths attractive and easy to use 
for cyclers and people on foot. These green paths would serve as links between meeting places, parks and 
green areas and habitational units, promoting sport, socializing and a refreshed enjoyment of the city.  

 

3.2 – Making Meeting Places 

Every city has them, and has been so for millenia already. When walking in ancient cities we always find 
particular places that seem to attract and are charged with symbolism, places where the people just like to 
be. Sometimes they represent the birthplace of a city, or have a historic importance; they offer beautiful, 
iconic views or are equiped so that they invite the pedestrian to stay for a while.  They are places either 
built with that purpose or transformed by the people that use them. To think of some obvious examples, 
they are squares, parks, pabillions, temples and their surroundings, inner yards, monuments, transport 
terminals, boulevards, stairways, waterfronts, terraces, streets and alleys. In summary, they can be any 
element of the public realm. According to Tibbalds, “all the parts of the urban fabric to which the 
public have physical and visual access. Thus, it extends from the streets, parks and squares of 
a town or city into the buldings which enclose and line them.”. He refers, in short, to the accessible 
space of the city; and I consider this the main characteristic to define a meeting place. 

Thinking of any important gathering place in the world, from the Eiffel Tower to St. Peter’s Basilica, Times 
Square, Sunset Boulevard, the Red Square, the Zocalo, the Forbidden City and countless other landmarks, 
to tiny spaces in the remotest towns in the world, it is difficult to imagine a human settlement without its 
meeting place. It is a place where people gather, pass, see each other, listen to each other, exchange, buy, 
sell… it is a place DEFINED by people, more than by spatial constraints. It is the place that since the 
creation of cities, has fulfilled the human need for socializing, for being society. They come in all kinds of 
sizes, styles, characteristics and materials, but they conserve these two features: they are accessible to 
everyone, and they are used as a meeting place. One of these features can be planned, the other can 
only be promoted. In old cities, that have seen so many generations pass by, the meeting places are 
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undoubtedly recognized, and are soaked in a mix of historic importance, urban beauty and daily usage. 
People go there just to see ‘what’s going on’. It is normally the place where one feels things happen. 

 

     

     

 

 

The majority of the meeting places around the world are publicly respected and their state becomes a 
matter of local –sometimes national- symbolism. No one would dare to make the slightest change to an 
important meeting place, if it is not to improve it. However, as we have discussed in Part One of the thesis, 
the Modernist wave brought with it new urban structures, structures that gradually degraded the existing 
networks of meeting places and even threatened, in many cities, to put an end to these places (2). The 
metropolis was deemed to be ‘placeless’, and the developing of the suburbs, of urban sprawl and the 
globalisation factors already analyzed here, further eroded the significance and meaningfulness of the 
place. On top of it, the automobile culture made the parking lot more important than the meeting place. 
And actually we can find  endless examples of meeting-place-turned-parking-lot. Going a bit to the 
extreme, we could argue that in many of our postmodern, consumer cities, the meeting place is another 
name for the shopping mall, or the supermarket. It would be rather impossible that a recognized place 
like New York’s Central Park or London’s Trafalgar Square could lose their importance to a supermarket, but 
many other lesser meeting places in our cities definitely suffered the consequences. And moreover, the 

FAMOUS MEETING PLACES- In old cities, recognizable places act like symbolic and historic nodes, attracting locals and tourists. Places like these foster 
socializing, interchange and dialogue. 1- The Louvre Courtyard, Paris. 2- Karl’s Bridge, Prague. 3- Rommer Square, Frankfurt. 4- Parc Guell, Barcelona. 
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postmodern architects’ attempts at creating new meeting places not always have the desired effect, like the 
case of the Piazza d’Italia in New Orleans (3). What was meant to be a bustling and lively spot for the 
public was majorly inhabited by vagabonds, since the New-Orleanders fell anything but identified with such 
eclectic space.  

It may not be easy to just decide where to put a meeting place and expect the population to accept and 
embrace it, but it is a sure thing that they must be provided. Even as the relationship between 
individuals is constantly moving towards the cyberspace, there is a renewed global awareness –or maybe 
nostalgia- of the face-to-face experience in a meaningful public space. The problem, says Tibbalds, is that 
lately the cities get deprived of more and more meaningful spaces, either by degradation, lack of use, or by 
privatization of the spaces: “the private space became more important than the public space.” (1). 
The latter can be attributed largely to mounting insecurity in many cities, and to the growing distance 
between social strata, as was explained by Ellin: “form follows fear”. (4). Against this background, 
architects and designers try to work to improve the conditions of this lost public realm. The results are 
sometimes an attempt at building fake vernacular settings, and sometimes an utopian vision of a city 
without automobiles whatsoever, says Manadipour in a critic of Tibbalds’ theory, Places matter most. (5). 

The proposal I make is for the city centre of Katowice (see chapter 2.3). What I observed is that as a 
downtown, Katowice has become highly desarticulated, with very few meeting places, and little relation 
between them. Most of the city’s public realm has become a ‘transit space’, like Korfantego Avenue, 
Mikołowska street and Kościuszko street. The old Rynek or Main Square is so sectioned by streets and 
tramway infrastructure that is practically non-existant. People concentrate on marketplaces, shopping malls 
and the Central station, which is a very degraded, non-functional space nowadays. There are a handful 
of pedestrian streets, which come alive with terraces, bars and shops, but of so small area that they 
become overcrowded on a busy day. Pleasant parks dot the area of the old German city, but they seem like 
isolated islands surrounded by heavy traffic. Lastly, I observe the train tracks of the Central Station as 
almost a wall dividing the city centre in north and south, with a few, very unattractive tunnel crossings 
between both halves, restricting the relationship among them. 

 

 

5- The Spodek (Flying saucer). The Voivodship 
Sports and Show Arena is the one recognizable 
urban symbol of Katowice. It was opened in 
1971 and is the largest indoor venue in Poland, 
and one of the most important for music 
concerts in the country. 
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6- Urban analysis of Katowice City Centre: Here are shown some of the degraded public spaces of the downtown. It is notable how the growth in 
automobile usage has affected most important squares. The division of the centre by the railway tracks is a complex situation that will need 
innovation for a satisfactory solution. There is great need for parking space and for adequate pedestrian zones, so that Katowice is not reduced to a 
few walking streets and urban parks. Particularly interesting is the possibility to network the different meeting places by multifunctional space. 
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7-Potential nodes of a ‘Meeting Places Network’ in the city centre. Currently, these squares, parks and landmarks represent attractive, 
moderatly recognizable places in Katowice. Although shopping centres also function as reunion points, they are not considered in the 
network. Links between these nodes should be developed in a multi-functional way, allowing for a circuit of pedestrian-friendly passages. 
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Objective: To restore the desarticulated public realm in the Katowice city centre, and revitalize the public 
spaces that make the area meaningful and attractive, extending this revitalization to the other urban 
centres of the GZM. 

Proposal: To identify and ‘clarify’ current and potential Meeting Places in the city centre, to upgrade and 
improve them as needed and to link them in passages of multifunctional space, specially by pedestrian 
streets, commercial-housing units, leisure and recreational activities, accompanied by greenery, adequate  
signaling and safe street crossings, making them completely accessible. 

As we have seen in the urban study, in Katowice we find good quality public spaces, specially park squares, 
the legacy of the German urban design in the 19th century. They are tended and in good shape and provide 
relief from a rather aggressive city traffic in the downtown. They are also well-spaced, producing a network 
of evenly-distributed green areas in the first district that could be connected through purposefully-built 
corridors. This ‘Meeting Place circuit’ could link the few touristic landmarks of the city and be in itself a new 
attraction. An important node would be the planned Silesia Museum in the old Katowice-Kleofas mine, 
with a very large area that could be converted into a whole park-museum complex (similar to the one in 
Chorzów, some kilometers away), and offering walking paths and promenades linked to the city symbol of 
the Spodek Hall. New pedestrian bridges would be needed across big avenues. 

 

 

The focal points of the circuit would be two proposed pedestrianized areas, between the Central 
Station and Mickiewicza Avenue and Chorzowska. Here are located two attractive walking streets: Stawowa 
and Wawelska, closed to traffic and sporting cafes, bars, open-air terraces and specialized shops. The 
development of the pedestrian zones should follow this path, including art venues, housing, and hotellery, 
concentrated around the renowned 3rd of May street. Special attention should be payed to the link with the 
Central Station (which is in process of renovation, and is itself a link to the opposite side of the city), and to 
the crossings in Mickiewicza street, which has high traffic and bus stops. The small shopping mall at Skargi 
street and the section of the Rawa river here represent a good opportunity for interesting urban design. 
There is also a temporary market installed at this street, that could be re-developed into a true market with 

8-Proposal of Meeting Places in Katowice. They all correspond to nodes in a network that could be linked by functional, attractive streets. 
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local flavor, more attractive and clean. The regeneration of the Rynek, though desirable for its symbolism 
as the old Main Square, looks more difficult to achieve, for it would need a re-thinking of the traffic system 
in the city centre; but if it were made, could be the pivotal node of the Korfantego Avenue, the principal 
view of the city, and be home to a new city landmark or remarkable building. Korfantego itself, from its 
current mixed and confusing character (tramway lines, two-lane traffic and parking spaces) and huge 
section span (approximately 65 m.), could be transformed in a true elongated Square with greenery, similar 
to Vaclavske Square in Prague. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The modifications proposed here, I believe that far from disturbing the flows of transit in the downtown, 
would provide a much more meaningful urban arrangement, more interesting and attractive. At the time of 
writing this study, many construction projects are being realised around the city centre, including a new 
sewage system and re-pavement of several streets. The ideal final state of the area would be an articulated 
space with flow and continuum for both traffic and pedestrians, and a true ring of walkable streets of 

 
POTENTIAL PEDESTRIAN ZONE of Katowice. The attractiveness of commercial streets could be expanded to a wider area without disrupting the city traffic 
significantly. A remodelation of the whole Central Station courtyard could result in a very interesting design project, welcoming travellers to the city with a 
completely new image. 9-Stawowa walking street. 10-Katowice Central Station pedestrian bridge-courtyard (suspended above the local bus station). 

RE-DESIGNING THE MAIN ARTERY. Although it does not have to be closed to the necessary traffic, Korfantego Avenue could have a completely renovated 
image and functionality. Its wide span (65 m.) allows for adequate transit of cars and trams, while providing space for building a true Square with 
interesting vistas and green areas. 11-Vaclavske Square in Prague (the ancient horse-market). 12-Korfantego avenue from its axis; Spodek in the distance. 
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greenery, monuments and commercial attractions, greatly improving the image and usability of the first 
district and making it easily accessible for both locals and visitors. The tram infrastructure could be hugely 
utilised for this objective, becoming the transport of choice to move within the downtown, while walking 
and cycling would be not only allowed at last, but the natural way of exploring the city centre. 

 

 

 

Lastly, it should be explained that the policies for ‘transforming’ the selected streets should not be exclusive 
of this proposal, but other zones of the city centre should also be promoted and developed in a 
multifunctional way. The multifunctional streets in this network would need to have good urban equipment, 
broad sidewalk, accessibility for disabled people, security systems and resting places, and of course 
greenery. The network would be seamlessly connected to the Green Paths, described in the next chapter. 

 

13-Meeting Places circuits proposal. The nodes would be connected in a network of multifunctional streets with good accessibility, broad sidewalks and 
diverse locales. Green paths would link the city centre with other neighborhoods and cities of the agglomeration, while walking streets would be re-
developed for this kind of commercial strips. Special pedestrian crossings would be added in the important, fast-traffic avenues dividing the area. 

14-Good example of urban equipment in Kościuszko Avenue. 15-The emblematic 3rd of May Avenue, proof of multifunctionality in the old city. 
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3.3 – Green Paths 

Complementing the first proposal, whose concept lies in the networking of Meeting Places with nodes and 
links, is this idea to extend the public spaces network far across the Upper Silesia agglomeration. We have 
discussed in Part Two, how the urban areas are getting increasingly connected by diverse infrastructure, 
mainly avenues, expressways (like the A4 and the DTŚ), a tramway system under renovation and several 
bus lines. We also mentioned that automobile traffic is considerably increasing in the region, creating 
problems of congestion and lack of downtown parking spaces to accommodate it. While public transport 
can in some cases alleviate the problem, there are two big voids observed in the GZM system: few 
organized parking lots, and lack of pedestrian systems. 

While urbanized areas present adequate pedestrian crossings and many have pedestrian traffic lights, it 
was observed that the actual space for people on foot, the sidewalks, are narrow and in many cases 
degraded or destroyed by use, by automobiles or trees. In extreme cases the sidewalks are being utilized 
as parking place, leaving no actual space for walking. In a personal view, the Katowice city centre and the 
road links to the immediacies are not easy to navigate on foot, and very restricted to bicycle traffic. 
However, some lenghts of cycling paths and good quality sidewalks are also found. It is, therefore, needed 
to complete this system so that walking and cycling can become a true transportation alternative to the 
automobile. As it is at the moment, narrow, dense traffic and dangerous crossings are notable in avenues 
like Kościuszko, Mikołowska, Powstanców and Rożdzieńskiego, in a way further desarticulating the mobility 
through the city. 

 

 

 

This situation usually discourages people from just walking from point to point in the city centre. The ones 
that do so are constantly in a rather aggressive environment with no greenery, not enough space, difficult 
crossings and little urban equipment. But most importantly, and as was analyzed in the chapter about 
Meeting Places, the city is divided by avenues rather than united. The ideal solution would be to have an 
integrated pedestrian/cycling/traffic system that allowed equal right of transit for all, in a safe and 
quality way, making the Katowice downtown truly navigable and enjoyable on environmentally-friendly 
means. Cycling and walking have become the preferred alternative means of transport in the 
‘Uncomfortable Truth’ era. Salzano, in his book ‘Seven aims for the livable city’, explains: “A livable city 
must be built, or restored, as a continuous network –from the central areas to the more 
distant settlements- where pedestrian paths and bicycle-paths bind together all the sites of 

No place for a walk. These photos illustrate how fast traffic avenues in the city centre can act as dividers of the public space. Lack of crossing points 
make if difficult, if not dangerous, for pedestrians to move across avenues. The problem is further worsened by the driving culture in Poland, which 
normally gives preference to the vehicles and not to the walker. 16-Bus stop in Kościuszko Avenue. 17-Heavy traffic in Mikołoswka Avenue. 
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social quality and of the community life” (6). These paths have been long present in many cities, but 
they are gaining in reputation and popularity as we attempt to become a ‘carbon-emission-free’ society. It 
is easy to fall in the far-off utopia of ‘post-automobile’ planning, where cities are designed as if car driving 
could be immediately terminated and walking/cycling were the only alternatives. The car, for bad or good, 
will still be the major transport medium in the near future, and planning should accept it and accommodate 
it as best possible for everyone. But I am convinced that the clean alternative MUST be promoted and 
implemented. The success of walking and cycling paths in many cities considered ‘green’ or livable takes 
into consideration many factors, from a favorable climate, to a healthy lifestyle culture and good 
infrastructure, apart from affordability of the bicycles, for example. 

Objective: to introduce a quality system of alternative mobility in the GZM, unified, safe and recognizable, 
that can be equally accessed and is an effective choice of transport together with public systems. 

Proposal: to generate a network of ‘Green Paths’, dedicated lanes with greenery and urban equipment 
designed for both pedestrians and cyclists, connecting all the city centres of the agglomeration and the 
most important green spaces, extending in posterior stages to other settlements, neighborhoods and 
housing units. 

The idea of constructing pedestrian/cycle paths is of course not an original one, but the way I propose to 
use them is for regional linking. The idea is inspired by cycling paths observed and used in Blekinge County, 
Sweden, where cities and towns have both an urban path system with adequate street crossings, and inter-
town paths, often with lighting fixtures, connecting settlements as far apart as 20 or 30 km. Although 
conditions between Blekinge and Upper Silesia differ greatly –we can think of the contrast between GDP, 
sport culture, infrastructure, safety and natural environment- making a judgement of both cases I consider 
that the GZM has enough density, population and walking/cycling usage as to make long-distance paths a 
viable option for the inhabitants. 

 
18-Distances between settlements in the GZM. In many cases, the separation between city centres is easily covered by bicycle or a walk. 
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The main component of the proposal would be the building or adaptation of these Green Paths between 
the shown centres. In some of the cities there is already a bicycle path network (Gliwice, Katowice, Tychy, 
Sosnowiec), that mainly consists of a division of the sidewalks in certain streets (see images below). These 
paths tend to be in different maintenance states, and some networks extend into neighboring parks or 
forests, creating cycling circuits, specially in the forested areas between Tychy and Mikołow. The 
Voivodship Culture and Leisure Park in Chorzów also has several biking paths. 

 

 

 

The objective of the Green Paths would not only be to link the urban centres of the GZM, but also to link 
the green areas, making the paths a true integral network for healthy mobility and accessibility to these 
green areas, many of which are nature reserves without any infrastructure for visitors. For these paths to 
be functional, they would need: 

• To be dedicated spaces. It would not be enough to just divide a sidewalk; in some cases, an 
encasing element is necessary if the path runs on street level. 

• Have adequate width. Inside city centres, usually pedestrians share the space with cyclists, so 
more width is needed. In longer tracts, less width is needed, but always enough for two cyclists 
riding safely side by side. 

• Greenery. Green areas, trees, shrubs, bushes and urban gardenery should be the distinctive 
element of the paths. They are both protective and enhancers of the environmental quality of the 
agglomeration. 

• Adequate signaling and safe crossings. Signaling with directions, distances, approximate 
timings and route maps is advisable. When crossing important roads or avenues, ramp bridges, 
tunnels or traffic lights for the path are necessary. 

• Lighting and equipment in important paths. The paths with highest transit or particular value 
should have lighting fixtures and urban equipment like garbage cans, benches or railings. 

To consider the exact location of the paths, a careful geographic study should be carried out to determine 
optimal routes considering the urban centres, intermediate neighborhoods, big housing centres, green 
areas and parks, and the existing infrastructure. In some cases, important avenues can be followed, while 
in others it is better to build the paths through open land, forested areas or using secondary roads and 

Cycling paths in the GZM. 19-Path on the sidewalk in Independence Avenue, Tychy. 20-Path in the Insurgents Park, Katowice downtown. 
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streets. The Green Paths should provide always a safe and clear alternate route to main vehicle transit 
routes, keeping the users away from busy traffic areas as much as possible. In the next images we can see 
some of the necessary infrastructure needed for the Green Paths network: 

 

 

 

With the preliminary urban analysis performed on the GZM in this thesis, I can propose the network of 
Green Paths between the main urban centres and some secondary settlements, and the most important 
parks and nature reserves. The network is meant to adapt to the transport infrastructure of Upper Silesia 
and also to the Meeting Places network in Katowice; in cities that already have paths, this would mean 
upgrading and integration to the Green Paths. An ideal Green Path would look like the one existing from 
Kościuszko Avenue to the Park of the same name, in south Katowice: 

 

 

To conclude, the Green Paths proposal is meant to improve both the healthy lifestyle of the people in Upper 
Silesia, the accessibility to the green areas and to expand the transport system with a viable, attractive 
alternative for automobiles. I consider it an inclusive and flexible design for the GZM, taking advantage of 
its density and the short commuting distances between urban centres. 

21-23-Infrastructure of cycling paths: ideally they are enclosed from the street and separated from the sidewalk. Bicycle racks are needed in: housing 
centres, downtowns, shops, parks, transport stations and terminals, schools, hospitals and business centres. Dedicated traffic lights are also advisable. 

24-Walking/cycling path in south Kościuszko 
Avenue. It presents all the characteristics 
proposed for the Green Paths: width, 
separation from the street, signaling, lighting, 
urban equipment every given distance, and 
greenery. This particular example does not 
continue into the downtown or past the park, 
but could be integrated to the Meeting Places 
network of the first design proposal. 



 

 9
8
 

 

25-Green Paths Network. This proposal is based on secondary roads and direct connections between urban centres for accessibility to green areas and the servicing of multiple cities in a given 
route. A final design would depend on specific data from the settlements involved in the design, like number of potential users and geographical factibility. 
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4.1 - STATUTES OF THE UPPER SILESIA METROPOLITAN UNION 

The sections covering the functioning and political bodies of the GZM are reproduced here. The total 
document in polish consists of 40 articles. 

1 

The intercommunal association is hereby created, under the name of Upper Silesian Metropolitan 
Association (GZM), hereafter named Association. 

2 

The participants of the Association are the communities of: Bytom, Chorzów, Dąbrowa Górnicza, Gliwice, 
Jaworzno, Katowice, Mysłowice, Piekary Śląskie, Ruda Śląska, Siemianowice Śląskie, Sosnowiec, 
Świętochłowice, Tychy, Zabrze. 

3 

The seat of the Association is the city of Katowice. 

4 

The duration of the Association is undefined. 

TASKS OF THE ASSOCIATION 

5 

The Association possesses legal personality and executes the public tasks mentioned in these Statutes, in 
its own name and under its own responsibility. 

6 

The Association executes exclusive actions and tasks of public interest: 

1. Implementation of strategies of common development for the cities that compose the Association, 
according to the Planning Act and three-dimensional development, with previous studies of 
factibility and taking into consideration directives of three-dimensional spatial development in the 
cities, 

2. To integrate new member communities to the Association on base to appropriate agreements, task 
that includes a common strategy for the development of cities entering the Association, 

3. Procuring national funding and external earmarked funding for the tasks of the Association,  

4. Management of  roads of member communities transferred to the Association, on base on 
appropriate agreement, 

5. Development of strategies for procuring public means from the budget of the European Union for 
the realization of public investment tasks specific for the Association, 

6. Fostering the associations of the metropolitan areas through achievement of the activation of the 
labour market and procuring funding for this purpose, as well as improving innovative economic 
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programs, transferred from the participant communities on base of appropriate agreement, 
bringing up equal competitiveness in the city, 

7. Development of analysis and reports concerning deficit and executing on base to these estimates 
concerning labour market, and particularly, improvement of public education in a range transferred 
from the member communities to the Association on base of appropriate agreement, 

8. Taking public opinion into consideration for legislative processes, for executable tasks of national 
and local range, for interest of the Association and of the Voivodeship 

9. Cooperate with governments in local, regional and inter-voivodship ventures, as well as with organs 
of the government admnistrations. 

7 

The Association can create organizational links for the execution of tasks, as well as agreements with other 
subjects, like non-governmental organizations. 

ORGANS OF THE ASSOCIATION 

8 

a. The organs of the Association are: the Council of the Association and the Directorate of the 
Association. The Council is the representant of the Association, but the organ of execution is the 
Directorate. 

b. The terms of the aforementioned organs correspond with the terms of the municipal councils. 

9 

a. The communities have two representatives in the Association, participating in the Council, with the 
exception of the city of Katowice, which has three representatives. 

b. The presidents of the member cities enter to the Council of the Association. 

c. At concluding terms of the presidents, the municipal councils can appoint a substitute for the 
representation of the community in the Association. 

d. Municipal councils can appoint aditional representatives in the Council. 

e. Cancellation of representatives of communities follow the same procedure as appointments. 

10 

At the end of a term, or in case of expiring of credentials from other reasons, or in case of removal by their 
own community, a representative can fulfill duties in other organs of the Association, by choice or by 
election. 

11 

Pronouncements of communities from the Association can deprive a representative of all functions. 
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12  

a. The Council choose by secret vote a chairman of the Council and two vice-chairmen. 

b. It is not possible to occupy both a Council and a Directorate seat in the Association. 

13  

a. It is of exclusive competence of the Council: 

b. Implementation of the program of operation of the Association. 

c. Accepting of new participants to the Association and confirmation of the ceasing of participants. 

d. Voting of the financial plan of the Association, and estimation of its execution by the Directorate. 

e. Decisions regarding the creation, transformation or termination of units of the Association. 

f. Voting on the rules and regulations of the Directorate, and manuals of the organizational units of 
the Association. 

g. Setting the limitations between the competences of the Association and of the municipal councils, 
with reference to tasks transferred to the Union. 

h. Establishing the range and management decisions regarding property of the Association. 

i. Taking up resolutions regarding property of the Association surpassing the range of ordinary 
management. 

j. Definition of the top amount of credits that the Directorate can negotiate, and definition of a top of 
debt that can be contracted per year, including sponsorships in the financial plan. 

k. Calling, in open vote, for a chairman of the board, auditing committee of the Association, and other 
constant functions or definite tasks for commissions. 

l. Taking up of resolutions regarding the acceptance or rejection of the Directorate’s accounts. 
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4.2 - OBJECTIVES OF THE SPATIAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN OF SILESIA 

 

Objective I – To invigorate and re-estructure the Voivodship space: an objective aimed at reinforcing the 
economic growth and the competitiveness. 

7. Creation of spatial conditions for the development of entrepreneurship, innovation and technology 
transfer.  

• Advanced technology centers 

•  Business incubators  

• Industrial and technology parks  

• Zones of economic activation 

8. Development and re-estructuration of selected fields of public services  

• Education 

• Permanent education  

• Consultacy  

• Health-care 

9. Improving public safety  

a. Road safety 

b. Flood protection  

c. High-risk construction protection  

d. Railway infrastructure condition  

e. Landing sites  

f. Fire prevention in forests 

g. Video monitoring 

10. Creation of an integrated tourism product 

a. Promotion of cultural heritage  

b. Brand tourist products  

c. Theme trails 

11. Development of technical and transportation infrastructure  

a. Investments in quality of environment  

b. Construction and improvement of roads  
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c. Strategic elements of transportation system 

12. Increasing the potential of marginalised areas  

a. Harnessing natural environment and cultural wealth 

b. Improvement of communication services 

c. Multifunctional development 
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Objective II – To strengthen functions of settlement network centers: the goal is to counteract the 
suburbanisation process, increase settlement density and ideally, the attractiveness of the metropolises. 

5. Promote high density towns making effective use of the area  

• Revitalise degraded post-industrial areas  

• protection of open areas, creating high density quality housing estates and public space). 

6. Shaping spatial structures favorable to non-car transportation 

• Development of housing in well-connected areas of public transport 

• Housing estates of human scale 

• Promoting public transport 

• Organising integrated public transport 

7. Developing of metropolitan functions  

• Social infrastructure facilities in agglomerations and towns 

• High-quality urban and architectural solutions for downtowns 

• Phasing-out of low standard services 

• Sport and recreation facilities 

• Cultural and education facilities 

• International communication connections 

8. Revitalisation of urban districts  

• Restore central districts 

• Restoration of housing estates 

• Restoration of degraded areas 

• Developing open green areas 
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Objective III – To protect the natural resources, strengthen the system of protected areas and 
multifunctional development of open areas: this objective is directly related to improving the quality of life 
of the inhabitants and the competitiveness. 

5. Protection of natural resources  

• Air 

• Water resources and drinking water  

• Earth surfaces and soils, healtcare resorts, river areas, forested areas, landscape, minerals, flora & fauna, 
protection against noise and electromagentic fields 

6. Rational use of environmental merit for tourism  

• Land development for environmentally-friendly agriculture 

• Promotion of agro-tourism 

7. Transforming areas of intensive agriculture  

• Restore natural landscape  

• Innovative use of fisheries 

• Promoting ecological agricultural production 

8. Building up economic strenght in weak rural areas  

• Maintenance of agricultural areas 

• Promoting local cultural values 

• Development for recreation and tourism 

• Maintenance of minimal services for low density areas 

• Multifunctional development of rural areas 
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Objective IV – To develop supra-local systems of infrastructure: an objective with several aims, like 
improving the state of the technical and transportation infrastructure, its safety and its potential to enhance 
the competitiveness of the regions in the European level, being a crossroad of European TEN axis. 

5. Supporting the development of transportation  

• Infrastructure construction and development of road transport systems  

• Railway transport systems  

• Air transport systems  

• Water transport systems 

6. Developing public transport  

• Public transport centers at major junctions  

• Monitoring current and future needs of public transport 

• Enhancing the popularity of public transport 

7. Development of integrated systems of combined transport  

• Integrated network of logistic centers and terminals 

• Accessibility to logistic centers from road networks 

• Strengthening functions of terminals 

8. Development of technical infrastructure  

• Construction and improvement of water treatment systems and sewage 

• Managing of waste 

• Development of power systems 

• Development of integrated systems of communication 
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Objective V – To stimulate innovation in a regional system of spatial management: refers mainly to the 
spatial order and the metropolisation of the voivodship. 

3. Promotion and development of metropolitan areas  

• Institutional reforms of metropolises 

• Supporting the development of metropolises 

4. Promoting innovative instruments of spatial management  

• Pilot projects testing new planning methods 

• Partnership in cooperation 

• Studies and research for innovative policies 
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Objective VI – To promote interregional cooperation in spatial planning: the goal of this objective is 
reducing the conflicts and problems that can arise from spatial policies in border areas with other 
voivodships and the national border. 

4. Development of cross-border cooperation 

• Removing obstacles for spatial development 

• Creating a common spatial policy at the borders 

5. Development of interregional cooperation in the territory of the macro-region  

• Promoting polycentric development 

• Common strategies for the macro-region 

• Managing regional cultural 

• Natural and landscape heritage 

6. Develop supra-national cooperation  

• Participate in European development programmes and implement the guidelines from the ESDP 

• Trans-national studies and transfer of experiences 
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4.3 – Analysis maps of the GZM. 
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